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Some Problems Raised by the
Wage and Hour Law
by HERMAN A. W ECHT
Attorney, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Th i s i s a " p o i n t i n g u p " a rt i c l e i n which the author thrusts to the fore
many issues of coverage and exemption of employees under the provisions of the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended.
Included also is a set of illustrations of overtime pay computations,
together with mention of related provisions of the law, as well as of
working time, child labor and record keeping provisions.

HE

F E D E R A L FA IR L A BO R S TA N D A R D S A C T Of 1 9 3 8

, commonly known as the
T Federal Wage and Hour Law, has been highly controversial
from the very
beginning. Strong pressures for raising its standards and extending its benefits
to larger numbers of workers have competed with demands for relaxation of its
requirements, reduction of its coverage, and even outright repeal. These competing pressures are reflected in the compromises which constitute the Fair Labor
Standards amendments of 1949 which, for the most part, became effective on
January 20, 1950. However, the nature of these compromises and the legislative history of these amendments clearly indicate that Federal wage and hour
legislation is an established part of our political and economic pattern.
One more thing is clear. The 1949 amendments have upset the guide posts

established "by the Court after twelve years of stormy litigation since the original
passage of the Act in 1938 and have substituted new statutory language, the
meaning of which is now being hotly debated and strongly contested in the
State and Federal Courts of the nation.
Basic Standards Set Up by the Act
Although the business depression and labor surplus of 1938 were soon replaced with an expanding production to meet the demands of World War II
and, later, of reconversion, proponents of the law have argued that because of
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the stabilizing effect of the basic standards established by the Act, its usefulness
has not ceased. What are these basic standards? They are, currently:
I. A minimum wage of not less than 75¢
an hour.
l . Time and one -half pay for overtime after
40 hours (except as otherwise specifically
provided).

3. A minimum age of 16 years for general
employment (except for occupations declared hazardous and certain occupations
outside of school hours).

It is important to remember that the Act sets no limit upon the number of
hours of work in which an employee may be engaged, so long as the overtime
pay provisions are met. It does not provide for different rates of pay for Sundays or holidays as such. Regardless of the number of employees in a firm, the
provisions of the Act must be considered with respect to all of them, including
home workers who are covered and not specifically exempt.
General Problems of Coverage
An employer must meet the minimum wage and overtime requirements of
the Act for each of his employees who is engaged: (1) in interstate or foreign
commerce, or ( 2 ) in the production of goods for such commerce, or (3) whose
activities are "closely related" and directly essential to such production.
In determining whether the Act is applicable in a given situation, it is important to bear in mind several fundamental principles. First, coverage under
the Act does not deal in a blanket way with industries as a whole. In the case
of Walling v. Kirschbaum 316 US 517, one of the early cases decided by the
Supreme Court, it was held that coverage is primarily an individual matter
depending upon the nature of the employment of the particular employee. Thus,
the same employer may have some covered and other not - covered employees on
the same payroll during the same work week.
In the second place, coverage is not limited to employees working on an
hourly wage basis. The Act applies, whatever the method of payment, whether
hourly, weekly, piece -work, monthly or any other basis. Each covered and nonexempt employee must be paid minimum wages at the rate of not less than 75¢
an hour. Overtime payments must be at the rate of not less than one and one half times the "regular rate" at which the employee is actually employed and
paid, except as specifically exempted.
Moreover, the Supreme Court has made it clear that, since the Federal Wage
and Hour Law does not apply to activities which simply "affect commerce," its
coverage does not have as broad a sweep as that of the National Labor Relations
Act.
Further, the Administrator and the Courts have adopted a "work week" test
of coverage. This means that, if in any work week an employee's activities are
720
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subject to the Act, he is entitled to the benefits of the Act for the entire work
week. However, if the employee's activities are completely localized during any
one work week, he will not be considered covered by the Act for that period of
time.
It is likewise a significant consideration that employees are regarded as within
the coverage of the Act even though a very small proportion of the employer's
total business or the employee's total activities can be described as engaging in
commerce or the production of goods for commerce, so long as the covered
activities are regular and recurrent. However, if the activities are only isolated
or sporadic, there can be no claim of coverage for the employees.
Many problems of interpretation and much of the litigation under the statute
arise, not only from the general and inclusive definition in the Act of such terms
as "commerce" and "produced" but also as to what are "goods" and what is
"for commerce" within the meaning of the Act.
Engaging in Interstate Commerce
"Commerce" is defined to mean "trade, commerce, transportation, transmission, or communication among the several states or between any state and any
place outside thereof." From this statutory definition it is apparent that the
wage and hour provisions apply to employees in the telephone, telegraph, radio,
motor transport, railroad and shipping industries. It applies also to employees
in such fields as banking, insurance, finance and publishing which regularly
utilize the channels of commerce. It must be kept in mind, of course, that many
employees, notwithstanding their status as within the "in commerce" coverage
of the Act, are either partially or wholly excepted from the wage and hour provisions by such express statutory exemptions as those for railway, motor carrier,
air line, pipe line, water transportation, small telephone exchange, small newspaper and similar employees.
The original construction of instrumentalities of commerce has been considered not to be "engagement in commerce" within the meaning of the Act, as
distinguished from the repair and maintenance and improvement of existing
instrumentalities such as interstate highways, city streets, pipe lines, bridges,
radio and television stations and the like. It can be readily seen that the line
between original construction of new facilities and the repair and reconstruction of existing facilities is frequently a very difficult one even for the courts
to draw and will hinge upon the special facts in each case.
Many employees in the distributive trades are also engaged "in commerce."
In the leading case of Walling v. Jacksonville Paper Co. 317 US 564, the Supreme Court held that the Act applied to certain employees of a wholesaler
FEBRUARY, 1953
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who were engaged in distributing locally goods received from outside the state,
because "there was a practical continuity of movement from the manufacturers
or suppliers without the state through respondent's warehouse and on to the
customers whose prior orders or contracts were being filled." In this case,
the temporary holding of the goods at a warehouse did not stop the flow of interstate commerce nor did the circumstances of where and to whom the title
masses material. Thus, employees who handle the clerical work with respect to
goods shipped to or received from other states and who handle or deliver to
local customers out -of -state goods pursuant to s -)ecial orders or prior understandings, are entitled to the benefits of the Act. Application of this "practical
continuity of movement" test of the Jacksonville Paper case readily indicates
coverage of chain stores, mail order houses and manufacturers' outlets.
Engaging in Production for Interstate Commerce
In addition to the "in commerce "' basis for coverage, employees are also
covered if they are engaged in "production of goods for commerce." The term
"produced" is defined in the Act as "producing, manufacturing, mining, handling, transporting or in any other manner working on such goods, or in any
closely related process or occupation directly essential to the production thereof."
This term "produced" brings within the coverage of the Act all those employees
actually engaged in production work on goods for commerce. It also includes
those employees engaged in "handling, transporting or in any other manner
working on" goods. Thus it includes the managerial, administrative, planning,
research, maintenance custodial, accounting, advertising, purchasing, sales, and
clerical activities which are an integral part of the modern industrial enterprise.
The Supreme Court has stated that employees who perform such functions
"are actually engaged in the production of goods for commerce just as much
products."
as those who process
...
The term "goods" as broadly defined in the Act has been interpreted by
the courts to mean, not only articles of trade or tangible property, but to encompass such items as telegraph messages, newspapers, insurance contracts,
stocks, bonds and other commercial paper. It includes also such items as containers and wrapping materials, electric power and gas, and the by- products of
other commercial goods such as scrap iron, waste meats, etc. Since the term
"goods" is defined by the Act to include "any part or ingredient thereof," the
character of an original product as "goods" produced for commerce is not
affected by the knowledge that the product is processed or changed in form by
one or more processes before it leaves the state. For example, if a button maker sells his products locally to a shirt manufacturer, with reason to know
722
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that the shirts will move in interstate commerce, the employees of the button makers are covered by the Act. From this it is apparent that the goods produced
by an employer need not always move out of the state in order to involve "production for commerce," and hence coverage under the Act.
Engaging in Occupations "Closely Related" to Production
Employees who are not engaged actually in producing or in any other manner working on goods for commerce will, nevertheless, be covered by the Act
if they are employed "in any closely related process or occupation directly essential to the production thereof." Under the original Act, such coverage of "fringe
employees" extended to those engaged "in any process or occupation necessary
to the production" of goods for commerce. There is no doubt that the change in
language under the 1949 amendments, substituting "closely related" and
"directly essential" criteria for the "necessary" test, was intended to narrow
the coverage of the Act. But these new phases are not susceptible to precise definition or application and there will be a countless number of borderline cases
which must await court decision before authoritative answers can be secured as
to the meaning of new wording.
Exemptions from Coverage
The Act provides numerous exemptions and exceptions which take a great
variety of forms. Thus, express exemption from the minimum wage and overtime standards does not necessarily mean that the employees in question are
exempt from the record - keeping and child labor requirements, and the converse
is also true. Even the minimum wage and overtime exemptions vary greatly
depending upon the specific type of work in which the employee is engaged.
Some of the exemptions remove employees from both the minimum wage
and overtime provisions, such as the exemption for employees employed in
a bona fide executive, administrative, professional or local retailing capacity, or
in the capacity of outside salesmen as defined by the Administrator in regulations issued by him. Another important exemption of this type involves employees of retail or service establishments or retail- manufacturing establishments. Employees engaged in agriculture, those employed within the "area
of production" as defined by the Administrator, and in the seafood and fishing
industries other than canning, and those employed as seamen, are some of the
other activities affording complete minimum wage and overtime exemptions.
Other exemptions remove employees from the overtime provisions of the
Act only, such as certain employees of motor carriers who are subject to regulations by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Other exemptions provide a
FEBRUARY, 1953
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partial exemption from overtime only, such as employees in industry which
the Administrator has specifically found to be of a seasonal nature. Other exemptions merely relax the minimum wage standard. Some of the exemptions
require a special certificate issued by the Administrator upon application made
by an employer, before advantage can be taken of the exemption. These include
exemptions for learners, apprentices, messengers, handicapped workers and
for seasonal industries.
In general, when an employee engages in both exempt and nonexempt activities during the same week, the exemption is defeated for the entire work week
if the amount of nonexempt work is substantial. What is substantial? The
Administrator has specified, and the Courts have generally accepted his standard, that where the nonexempt activities occupy more than 20 per cent of the
employee's time in a given work week, it is sufficient to defeat the exemption
which may be otherwise applicable.
It is important to remember that, whereas basic coverage is consistently determined on the basis of the activities of the individual employee, certain exemptions are defined in terms of the nature of the employer's business or of the
establishment in which the worker is engaged. Others, however, follow the
general pattern of the statute and are phrased in terms of specific individual
activities.
The retail or service establishment exemption in Section 13 (a) ( 2 ) of the
Act falls into the former category. No exemption has been subject to wider
interest and greater controversy. Because the Administrator and the courts
gave this exemption a somewhat narrower construction than apparently had
been intended by the Congress, the 1949 amendments attempted to liberalize
the concept of retail selling previously developed and to transfer some sales
for business purposes from the nonretail to the retail category. The extent of
the change effected by the new language of this exemption and the standards
by which to determine what are "recognized as retail sales or services in a particular industry" have already been the subject of considerable litigation and
it is clear that many more court decisions will be required.
About the Overtime Provisions of the Act
The basic overtime standard of the Act is defined in Section 7(a). It requires
that every employee covered by the statute, unless specifically exempted, shall
be paid for each hour of work in excess of forty per week at not less than one
and one -half times his "regular rate" of pay. Although this is a simply stated
standard, it has raised more controversy and litigation than any other provision
of the Act. Litigation reached a climax with the Supreme Court's decision
724
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in Bay Ridge Operating Co. v. Aaron (334 U.S. 446), which involved the
famous overtime -on- overtime controversy. It was this decision which was
largely responsible for the provision in the 1949 amendments of statutory
guides for determining "regular rate' from which overtime compensation
must be computed. Section 7(d) of the amended Act defines the term "regular rate' as including all remuneration for employment, with the exception of
certain specified payments excluded under various subsections of Section 7(d).
Aside from these statutory exclusions, the 1949 amendments appear to have
left the basic principles for determining the "regular rate' which had been
developed by the Administrator and the Courts under the original Act.
Alternative methods of computing overtime compensation are provided under certain conditions for: ( 1 ) employees employed at piece rates, (2) employees performing two or more kinds of work for which different hourly
or piece rates have been established; and (3) for employees whose overtime
compensation is based on an established rate substantially equivalent to their
average hourly straight time earnings. For those employees whose duties necessitate irregular hours of work, the Act under Section 7(e), permits payment
of overtime pursuant to a certain specified contract arrangement popularly
known as a 'Belo" type contract.
Exhibit 1 illustrates the various methods of computing "regular rate" when
the ordinary methods of wage payment are used.
What Is Included in Working Time?
Practical application of the Act immediately raises the basic question of what
constitutes "hours worked" for which payment must be made in compliance
with the minimum wage and overtime standards. The original statute did not
confine compensable working time, although section 3 (g) states broadly that
to employ "includes to suffer or permit to work." Many questions and much
controversy arose when employees claimed compensation for activities preliminary or postliminary to their principal duties, such as changing clothes, washing
up or traveling to and from their usual work place.
In the decisions of 1944 and 1945 the Supreme Court held that time spent
by iron ore and coal miners returning to the portal was time for which pay
was due under the Act, notwithstanding that neither contract nor custom recognized such time as compensable. In 1946 this principle was extended to a
manufacturing plant in Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co. (328 U.S. 680).
These decisions provided a flood of law suits demanding "portal to portal' pay
and these in turn led to enactment of the Portal to Portal Act of 1947, to provide a legal stop gap for these lawsuits. To a large extent determination of
FEBRUARY, 1933
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Computation of "Regular Rate of Pay" Under Ordinary Wage-Payment Methods
I. HOURLY PAY BASIS OF COMPUTATION
"John A" is employed at $1.20 an hour and receives no other compensation for
his services. That is his "regular rate" of pay, and he would receive 40 times that
amount, or $48.00 for a week in which he worked 40 hours. If he worked 45 hours
in a week, he would be entitled to an additional $9 for the 5 overtime hours at the
rate of $1.80 an hour (one and one -half times his "regular rate "), or a total of
$57.00 for that week.
2. PIECE -WORK BASIS OF COMPUTATION
For the employee who is employed on a piece -work basis, the regular hourly rate
of pay is computed for each workweek by dividing the total piece -work earnings by
the total number of hours worked for which such earnings were paid. For overtime
work, the piece - worker is entitled to be paid, in addition to piece -work earnings for
the entire period, a sum equivalent to one -half the regular hourly rate of pay multiplied by the number of hours worked in excess of 40 in the week. Thus, "Helen B"
is paid on a piece -work basis. In a week which she worked 45 hours and her piecework earnings for these hours are $49.50, her regular hourly rate of pay would be
$1.10 (49.50 = 45). But for the 5 hours of overtime work she would be entitled to
additional pay of five times one -half her regular hourly rate of pay, or an additional
$2.75, which would bring her total earnings for that overtime week to $52.25.
As indicated above, the Act provides an alternative method for the computation
of overtime pay for piece workers.
3. WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAY BASIS OF COMPUTATION
W hen a salary is paid for a fixed or specified number of hours worked in a workweek, the regular hourly rate is the weekly salary (or monthly salary reduced to a
weekly basis) divided by the specified weekly number of hours. When a salary is
paid for a variable or fluctuating number of hours per week, that is, whatever number of hours is worked in the workweek, the weekly salary is divided by the number
of hours actually worked each week, to obtain the "regular rate" of pay.
(a) Fix ed work wee k . "Mary C" is paid $156.00 a month for a specified workweek of 40 hours. Her equivalent weekly salary is $36.00 ($156 x 12 (months)
52
weeks) and her regular hourly rate is 90¢ ($36
40). In a workweek in which she
works 44 hours, she would be entitled to one and one -half times her hourly rate for
the 4 overtime hours, or total pay of $41.00 for that week —$36 plus 4 hours a+ $1.35,
or $5.40 additional.
(b) Variab le or Flrec watfn g Work wee k. "Henry D," whose hours fluctua +e from
week to week, is paid $50.00 for a workweek of unspecified number of hours. One
week he works 37 hours, the next 46, etc. Therefore, his regular hourly rate of pay
changes weekly (although it cannot lawfully go below the Act's minimum wage rate
of 75 cents). In a week in which he works 50 hours, for instance, his regular hourly
rate would be $1.00 ($50 = 50) and his total pay would be $55.00 (the first 40
hours at $1.00, plus 10 hours at $1.50) —or 50 hours at $1.00, plus 10 hours at 500).
EXHIBIT 1

time worked is now governed by Section 4 of the Portal to Portal Act supplemented by Section 3(o) of the Fair Labor Standards Act as amended in 1949.
It is important to remember that neither the Portal to Portal Act, nor the
1949 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act affect the compensability
of employees during their regular working hours. They exclude from the concept of "hours worked" those functions which come before or after the em726
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ployees' "principal duties" unless such functions are compensable by contract,
custom or practice. This necessitates a determination between principal and
fringe activities and, once again, the line of demarcation is a very difficult one
to draw and depends largely upon the facts in each case. Travel time, waiting
time, time spent in meetings, lectures, and in instruction courses held outside
normal working hours, grievance time, recesses and meal periods, time spent
on call —all raise knotty problems involving the concept of "hours worked"
and require careful study of the facts and application of the technical requirements of the law. It may be predicted safely that many determinations in this
phase of the law will ultimately be made by the Supreme Court.
Child Labor Provisions
The child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act prohibit the employment of "oppressive child labor" in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce. Also prohibited is the shipment or delivery for shipment
in interstate commerce by any producer, manufacturer or dealer of any goods
produced in establishments in or about which 'oppressive child labor" has
been employed within thirty days prior to removal of the goods. "Oppressive
child labor" is defined in Section 3(1).
In general, the minimum age is sixteen years but in certain hazardous occupations, such as driving a truck, or operating an elevator or power- driven
machinery, etc., the employee must be at least eighteen years old. On the other
hand, children as young as fourteen may be employed in some nonmanufacturing and nonmining occupations, subject to regulations of the Secretary of
Labor. The employment of a child under fourteen in any occupation is "oppressive child labor," unless specifically exempt by the Act.
Specific exemptions from the provisions of the Federal Child Labor Act are
provided for children employed in agriculture outside of school hours of the
school district where the child is living, children delivering newspapers to the
consumer, children employed as actors in motion picture or radio or television
productions, and children under sixteen years employed by their parents in
other than hazardous occupations. A broad exception from the provisions of
the Federal Child Labor Act is provided under specified conditions for certain
purchasers acting in good faith in reliance upon written assurance from the
producer, manufacturer or dealer that the goods were produced in compliance
with the requirements of the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Act. To take advantage of this so- called good faith defense for innocent purchasers, an employer must have acquired the goods for value and without
notice of any child labor violation.
FEBRUAR Y, 1953
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Record Keeping Requirements
A brief word about records is all that can be included here. All employers
subject to the Act are required to make and preserve employment records in
accordance with regulations issued by the Administrator. No particular order
or form of records is prescribed by these regulations for employees generally.
It is required only that an employer must make and keep clear, accurate and
complete records of the wages, hours and other conditions and practices of
employment maintained by him. Special provisions are contained in the regulations for records regarding employees to whom the various exemptions provided by the Act are applicable and for home workers, for whom a homework
handbook is required to be kept by the employer.
The records containing the information required by the regulations must be
preserved for three years. In addition, the employer must preserve for a two year period records of employment and earning of employees which he uses
as a basis for his wage and hour records, work time schedules, order shipping
and billing records, and records of additions to and deductions from wages.
Accurate records are important to the employer as a protection against claims
either by employees or the Government that he has violated the Act. Once his
records are shown to be unreliable, he cannot use them as a defense to charges
filed by present or former employees or the Administrator. Where records are
concealed or receipts submitted to hide nonpayment or "kick- backs" of wages
or restitution, a number of employers have been indicted under the Federal
False Information Act.
A Case for Drawing Abreast of Developments
From the foregoing summary statement of some of the essential provisions
of the Federal Wage and Hour Law, it can readily be seen that it affects an
infinite variety of complicated industrial and other business situations which
repeatedly present themselves in the every day work of the practicing cost
accountant. A few of the underlying concepts of the law, some of the bread and- butter problems it presents and some of the recent legislative changes
have here been touched upon. They should make one thing clear. The practitioner who fails to recognize these questions of coverage and exemption, of
hours worked and travel time, of fixed and fluctuating work weeks, of overtime and record keeping, and of what constitutes "oppressive child labor" is
inviting trouble for himself and for his client. He is asking for even more
trouble, if he fails to secure the proper answers to these questions.
728
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Internal Procedures to Prepare for Renegotiation
by FRANK W. BOYDSTUN
Partner, Boydstun & Klin gner, San Francisco, California

Paying some attention to the topics of identification of renegotiable
business and of exemptions from coverage, the author of this article
goes on to stress --and employs concrete exernplification —the need for
continuous study of the occurrence of renegotiable profit, allocation of
costs and expenses, and presentation of the company's case for profit
retention.

R

EN E GOT I ATI ON , N U I S AN CE T HO U GH I T M A Y BE ,

offers the industrial account-

a n t a g o l d e n o p p o r t u n i t y t o t a k e a l e a d i n g r o l e fo r h i s c o m p a n y i n m e e t i n g

the demands of the renegotiation process for comprehensive information about
the company and its operations. At all events, willing or not, the accountant
faces at least a minimum of contact with renegotiation because of the requirement in the law that every "person" holding renegotiable contracts or subcontracts file a financial statement with the Renegotiation Board on or before the
first day of the fourth month following the close of his fiscal year. This requirement is easily satisfied by filling in the Board's Form 1, providing the total of
renegotiable sales made by the company during its fiscal year is no more than
$ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 .

H o we v e r , if ren eg oti a b le sa les a m o u n t to m o r e th a n $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 for

the year, it is necessary to plunge into the subject at length in order to be able
to send in Form 1B, which, as recently provided, must be filed at the same time,
for years ending on or after December 31, 1952.
Renegotiable Business and Exemptions
The identification of renegotiable business is simple for some companies
but quite complicated and burdensome for others. It generally will be simple
where the possibly renegotiable business is confined to prime contracts or purchase orders with one or more of the specified departments and agencies of
the Federal government. The Renegotiation Act of 1951 specified the Defense
Department (including Army, Navy, and Air Force), the Atomic Energy Commission, Commerce Department, and five other agencies. Executive orders
issued during 1951 added eight more agencies considered as exercising functions
having a direct and immediate connection with the national defense.
Problems in the identification of renegotiable business arise from the fact
that renegotiable sales also include so -called subcontracts, which are sales to any
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and all private companies of products which go on from their hands, either
directly or through other private companies, to an ultimate end use by one of
the named Federal departments or agencies.
End use is the key concept in respect of renegotiability of subcontracts and
it means that, if a product either is resold to a named government department,
is incorporated in an article which goes to a named department, or contributes
directly to the production of such an article, the contract is renegotiable. An
example of the last -named possibility would be the sale of electric screw drivers
to an automotive manufacturer for use on an assembly line set up to produce
special military vehicles. However, there is a point at which contribution to
end use becomes too remote to confer renegotiability. For instance, sales of
water softening chemicals for the steam plant in the same building in which
the renegotiable electric screwdrivers are being used, would not be renegotiable.
From the two main categories of renegotiable sales —prime contracts with
named departments and subcontracts having an end use by a named department
—must be excluded in an imposing list of sales which have been exempted,
either by the law itself or by the Renegotiation Board in exercise of its authority
to exempt any types of business on which it thinks there will be little likelihood
of anyone making excessive profits.
The best -known group of these exemptions is the so- called mandatory category and includes:
I. Contracts between a named department
and a state or municipal government or
agency.
2. Contracts between a named department
and a tax - exempt educational, charitable
or religious institution.
� . Contracts for agricultural commodities
and for raw materials.

4. Contracts with common carriers and public utilities.
5. Contracts the Board determines do not
have a direct and immediate connection
with the national defense.
b. subcontracts under any of t he for egoing
also are exempted.

Thus, for example, if a company sells equipment to a university for its use
in contracts with the Atomic Energy Commission, such subcontracts would not
be renegotiable.
There are also a number of permissive exemptions. Two of these are of wide
applicability. Under one of these, where the amount of a prime contract is not
more than $1,000 and where the period of performance, from the contract date
t o d e l i v e r y d a t e , wi l l ^ n t be more than 30 days, the amounts of such contracts
have been exempted by the board. The other or "stock item" exemption applies
only to subcontracts for the furnishing of items going into a regularly replenished stock to be applied indiscriminately to both renegotiable and non- renegotiable production. An example would be the sale of screws and washers to an
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automobile company to supply an assembly line which produces trucks, some of
which were for military and some for civilian use.
There is also a partial mandatory exemption of subcontracts for new durable
productive equipment, which is of importance, especially to builders of machine
tools, but which will not receive emphasis here.
Organizing to Meet Renegotiation Needs
The determination of renegotiability should be made continuously and currently, so that it will be known as the fiscal year progresses just what volume of
business is renegotiable and what types of business, if there is more than one
department. To obtain this information it will be best to have the sales and
order departments briefed on the major problems of segregation as they apply
to their particular line. These departments have the direct contacts with customers and are in the best position to get the necessary facts. However, the
arrangement should be for the sales department to refer all new or doubtful
situations to the accountant, since he will probably be the company's internal
authority on renegotiation.
After the organization has been set for current and continuous segregation
of renegotiable sales, there are two more major problems which must be taken
up. The first of these is the determination of renegotiable profit. This is the
focal point of renegotiation and will be considered first. However, it rests
heavily in many respects upon the second problem, which is the allocation of
costs and expenses to renegotiable business and which will also come in for
attention.
One of the basic ideas to be assimilated about renegotiable profit is that it is
a fraction of total profit for the year as determined for Federal income tax.
Total taxable profit is simply divided into two pieces, one being the profit on
regular business and the remainder being the profit on renegotiable business.
Renegotiation is conducted on a strict fiscal year basis and applies to all
subject government business which the company's method of accounting treats
as sales for the year and without any particular attention to specific contracts.
This method is favorable in that it has the effect of averaging high -profit and
low -profit business within the same year, but it can be very unfavorable for a
company which finds itself with high -profit renegotiable business in one year
and low -profit or loss business in a different year.
The only exception to this clean cutoff between years is in the provision that
the amount of the loss on renegotiable business in one year may be carried
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forward and allowed as a cost of the next year's renegotiable business, provided
it was not due to gross inefficiency on the part of the contractor. This very
limited exception does not give any help in a situation in which there may be
unduly low profit in one year followed by excessive profit in the next year,
nor does it help if the loss year comes in the last of a series of years of renegotiable business.
One of the valuable contributions of the accountant should be in the direction
of minimizing damage to his company's interests through unevenness of profit
levels over two or more years of renegotiable business. To accomplish this,
the accountant must hold to a long -range point of view. He must not become so
engrossed in keeping this year's profit under control that, by so doing, he leaves
the following year with dearly excessive profits. Moreover, the accountant
must keep his work current, so as to know at all times how much profit is accumulating on renegotiable business. If this accumulating profit appears to be
too high, it may be that prices can be reduced on government business later in
the year, thus self - eliminating excessive profits and at the same time enhancing
the company's standing with procurement officials.
Alternatives When Profit Is Uneven Between Years

a

Some of the problems of uneven profits between years can be best shown by
an example. Suppose you are the chief accountant for a metal fabricating company whose regular business involves the cutting, shaping, welding and riveting
of steel plates to make a stock line of industrial tanks and to perform a wide
variety of custom work, none of which has ever involved a sufficiently longterm construction contract to require the company to make choice between
percentage of completion and completed contract methods of accounting. Your
company is low bidder and is awarded an Atomic Energy Commission contract
for the fabrication of 15,000 heavy steel boxes with rather complicated welded
interior fittings. Your winning price is $100 per box and the contract calls for
the delivery and billing of 1,000 boxes per month starting in August, 1952,
running through October, 1953.
To handle this contract your company has to set up a special assembly line
under a new roof structure, devise and build a number of special jigs, and buy
an additional power shear, some portable cranes, and a number of welding
machines. Your production department has to strain to meet delivery dates and
incurs a lot of overtime pay during the first months of the contract.
At the end of 1952 you review the situation and find that, for the year for
that contract, you will show $500,000 of renegotiable business but practically
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no renegotiable profit because of the setup costs absorbed and because of
production difficulties and extra expense in meeting delivery schedules. However, you also know that the Atomic Energy box production line began to really
roll in December, so that it looks as if your gross profit may approach fifty per
cent on the $1,000,000 of boxes scheduled for delivery in 1953. What can you
as accountants do in this common situation of no profit on the early part of a
contract in one year and obviously excessive profit on the remainder of the
contract in the following year? There are several courses to be given some
measure of consideration.
You can review your recent accounting with an eye to capitalizing or inventorying some of the expenditures for this contract which were charged off under
the influence of your traditional accountants' bias in the direction of conservatism. Under the facts assumed, however, this will result in a relatively small
improvement of your company's position.
In another direction, can you, for Federal income tax purposes, use a completed contract method of accounting for this single contract since its performance will cover a period of fifteen months? The answer would appear to be no,
because of the periodical billing and delivery features of the contract and because it is not a building, installation, or construction contract.
There will, however, be the possibility, which your management team will
have to evaluate, that you can obtain substantial additional renegotiable business
carrying narrow profit margins during 1953, so that, when 1953 is renegotiated
on an overall basis, excessive profit on the box contract will, in effect, be retained by being applied to make up profit deficiencies on other renegotiable work
for the same year. It may be that, with the cushion of this satisfactory contract,
your sales department can bid lower on further renegotiable business than it
otherwise would.
Last come two possibilities for obtaining relief in this situation from the
Renegotiation Board itself. You can apply for permission to report this Atomic
Energy contract on a completed contract basis for renegotiation only, admitting
that you will not be permitted to do so for tax purposes. This request on your
part will be based on Renegotiation Regulation 1459.1 which states that the
Board may, on the application of a contractor, permit him to adopt for renegotiation purposes a method of accounting other than that used for Federal income
tax purposes.
However, the regulation goes on to say that such special accounting will be
permitted only if "the Board finds that the method of accounting employed by
the contractor for Federal income tax purposes is manifestly unsuitable for the
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purposes of renegotiation because it does not clearly reflect the profits attributable to the contractor's performance of renegotiable contracts for the fiscal year
under review, and the method of accounting to be adopted does clearly reflect
such profits." If the Board agrees that our case is one for completed contract
treatment in renegotiation, it will be necessary to enter into a written agreement
with the Board providing that this special method will be followed in renegotiations for all other years and that the same item of cost or expense will not be
allowed in two or more years.
The other possibility for relief by recourse to the Board itself, would be a
simple request that, in determining excessive profits for 1953, it be somewhat
more generous, to allow for the abnormally low profit in 1952. In the sample
case, such a plea might be most persuasive if there were very little other
renegotiable business besides the box contract. Then it could be suggested that
the Board determine from a study of the whole contract and in comparison with
other companies manufacturing the same item, what would be a fair price for
the box. Adjustment then could be made in 1953 so as to leave the company
with this fair price for the whole contract.
Costs and Expenses Applicable to Renegotiable Business
Next in the line of problems in a renegotiation will be that of determining
the costs and expenses allocable to the renegotiable sales of a fiscal year. For this
task the accountant must learn to think in terms of a columnar profits statement.
Column 1 will be the total profit for the year as determined according to the
requirements of Federal income tax. Column 2 will be the renegotiable profits
statement, and Column 3 will show the remainder of total business and profits
which are nonrenegotiable. If any government business is done under cost -plusa- fixed -fee contracts, the results of such contracts should be kept separate from
other renegotiable business in an additional column of the profits statement.
This columnar profits statement is the Form 1B which is required to be filed
with the Board at the same time as Form 1 (as noted earlier). It is the key
exhibit for the whole renegotiation process.
The problems encountered in allocating costs and expenses are those which
the professional training of the accountant especially qualify him to solve.
Among the controlling principles for such allocation are:
I. The costs and expenses to be allocated
are only those which are allowable for
Federal income fax purposes, unless permission has been obtained from the
Board to follow a special nontax accounting method.
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2. The company will always be on firm
ground if the allocation is right accord ing to the accountants' standard of
matching against income the costs and
expenses which have produced that fincome.
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3. The Board has, by regulation, provided
the general rule that, ". . . the costs
paid or incurred with respect to renegotiable contracts will be those costs allo-

cated thereto by the contractor's established cost accounting method if that
method reflects recognized accounting
principles and practices."

Thus it is seen that if the business has an established cost accounting method
which reflects recognized accounting principles, the proper basis will thus be
provided for allocating the bulk of the costs. Presumably, the method will provide an accurate allocation of direct materials and labor costs and probably it
also will include a system for allocating factory overhead, possibly on the basis
of direct labor hours or dollars, or more elaborately according to burden centers.
The Special Problem of General Overhead
As a practical matter, allocations of general overhead are frequently made on
the simple basis of the ratio of renegotiable sales to total sales. This method
could be unfair, however, in a case in which renegotiable sales have been made
at discounts from the prices used for commercial business. In such a case, the
allocation ratio should be made only after adjusting total sales as if comparable
discounts had been given on commercial business.
Before sweeping up this allocation job with a simple sales -ratio allocation,
it will be necessary to analyze the general overhead to eliminate a few items
which are not allocable to renegotiable business. It will also be to the company's
advantage to search for any expenses which may have been incurred solely in
connection with renegotiable business and which thus should be fully allocated
to it.
The Renegotiation Regulations include specific rules concerning a number
of items of overhead. Selling and advertising expense will require special
consideration in nearly every case. The attitude of the Board appears to be that
normal commercial promotional effort is not required for selling to the Government. But the Board will allow selling and advertising expense to be allocated
to that portion of renegotiable business which is composed of subcontracts which
are substantially the same as those sold in the company's normal commercial
business. Other situations in which selling and advertising expense may be
allocated to renegotiable business are:
I. The selling expense "relates in major
part to technical, consulting and other
services performed in connection with
the application and adaptation of products comprising the renegotiable business
to the uses and requirements of the
Government or other contractors; or
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2. "It relates to the maintenance of offices
or agencies engaged in the servicing of
products comprising the renegotiable
business."
3. Advertising is generally allocable to renegotiable business only if it is help wanted
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advertising, catalogs and technical
pamphlets designed to aid users of the
company's products, publications for employees, or advertising in trade publica.
tions which are primarily directed to the
dissemination of technical information
within the contractor's industry.

4. A renegotiation staff bulletin elaborates
another rule that advertising, to maintain
competitive position, will be considered
allocable to renegotiable business if the
company has taken such business to the
detriment of its normal commercial business.

Other expenses treated specifically in the regulations include: salaries and
brokers' commissions; pension, annuity, stock bonus, and profit sharing payments; amortization and depreciation; cost of converting facilities to renegotiable production; interest; patent royalties; contributions; and state taxes measured by income. The regulations pertaining to these items should be read before
attempting expense allocations.
Giving Full Affenflon fo Profif Appraisal Factors
After all allocations have been finished, the figures which will drop out at
the bottom of the income statement will include the profit on renegotiable sales.
It then becomes the task to develop as carefully and thoroughly as possible all
the reasons why this profit is not excessive and, stated positively, is no more than
a just reward for skillfully rendered and valuable contributions to defense
production. Although we speak of justifying the profit after it has been determined, actually the problems of justifying the profit must be kept in mind at all
times and a number of the steps towards making a good case before the
Renegotiation Board can best be taken during the year of renegotiable business.
The law sets forth several standards for gauging profits. First, it says that
favorable recognition must be given to the efficiency of the contractor, with
particular regard to attainment of quantity and quality production, reduction
of costs, and economy in the use of materials, facilities, and manpower. Then it
gives five other factors which shall be taken into consideration in determining
excessive profits. These factors are:
I. Reasonableness of costs and profits.
2. The net worth.
3. Extent of risk assumed.

4. Contribution to the defense effort.
5. Character of business.

Since the performance of a company in all these respects will involve every
department of the business, it will be good strategy to circulate among the top
executives of the company the full text applicable to these factors, as phrased
in the law and regulations. Then, after the executives have had time to think
of the company's performance on renegotiable business in relationship to the
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factors, each of them may be asked for a memorandum of the points on which
he considers the company's performance the strongest.
These memoranda should be followed up to bolster them with concrete
facts wherever possible. For instance, if the production executive says he has
the best production line in the industry for turning out Navy Item X, find
out exactly which improvements in production have given the firm this leadership and put the story in the renegotiation file. If an Air Force procurement
officer sends the company a letter commending performance of a contract, get
that letter in the renegotiation file. If the sales department claims it has been
low bidder on four successive Army contract proposals, get all possible detail,
such as the date and nature of the bidding and the amounts bid by the various
bidders.
If renegotiable business consists of the production of special items which
the company does not ordinarily manufacture, it is a good idea to have a plant
diary maintained in which can be entered, as they occur, the various difficulties
which were encountered in getting into production, and the solutions which the
organization worked out. Remember always that the Renegotiation Board has a
difficult administrative task in attempting to determine whether and by how
much profits are excessive, so that all pertinent facts which can be assembled
for its guidance will be appreciated and will help the company's case. Nothing
is more pathetic in a renegotiation than to have the company representatives
able to speak only in generalities and to appear to have no close, specific knowledge of what their company did during the year being renegotiated.
The Company Team In Renegofiafion Conferences
It is my belief, as to choice of company representatives for conferences with
Renegotiation Board accounants and negotiators, that 'the company group
should be composed of the accountant for his knowledge of the figures, a production executive for his knowledge of the company's technical achievements,
and the president or general manager for his over -all knowledge of the company, its competitive position in its industry, and its relations with the government. However, a short while ago I had an opportunity to put this question to the chairman of the Regional Renegotiation Board at Los Angeles. His
answer was simple, "Just let the head man of the company come in —and
bring his accountants —his controller or chief accountant, plus also the outside CPA.
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Keeping Unemployment Insurance
Taxes Down
by MELVIN H. FEGEL
Chief Accountant, Corhart Refractories Company, Louisville, Kentucky

Pointing out that a flexible item in the aggregate tax bill —that of
state unemployment insurance taxes —is responsive to activity by a
company in stabilizing its employment, based on awareness of the provisions of the unemployment insurance laws of the states in which
it does business, the author of the present article outlines a procedure
to achieve this objective in the light of the jurisdiction under which
his company operates.

many laws and
S regulations concerning industrial employment haveIn 1932,
been instituted as a
I N CE T HE CHAN GE O F N AT I ON AL ADMIN ISTRATION

permanent and integral part of our economy and many will continue, apart
from recent or possible future changes in administration. Some of these laws
were instituted during a period of high unemployment to establish a system
through which workers, ordinarily steadily employed, would be entitled to unemployment compensation in cash for limited periods when they lost their job.
It was not the expressed intent that unemployment compensation insurance
should be an economic force in helping maintain purchasing power or
that it should be a dole of public funds. These laws created additional taxes for
the employer, in turn, affecting his costs. At the present time we are burdened
with the greatest tax load in history. It is the definite responsibility of each
employer to make every effort to reduce his tax costs wherever possible.
This article concerns the Federal unemployment insurance tax and related
state taxes, a part of the country's social security program. This had its beginning on August 14, 1935. The original social security act provided for two
distinct types of taxes, one for old age benefits and the other for unemployment
benefits. It is with the controllable features of the unemployment insurance
tax that we are primarily concerned here. Title IX of the Social Security Act
levied an excise tax for the years, 1936 to 1939 inclusive, on employers of eight
or more, based on designated wages paid during the calendar years. Since January 1 , 1940 the taxable wages have been restricted to the first $3,000 paid by
an employer to each employee during a calendar year. Effective April 1, 1939,
the unemployment tax provisions of Title IX of the Act were incorporated into
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. The administration of unemployment in738
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surance under this act operates to encourage and assist states in setting up unemployment compensation systems to replace federal unemployment benefits.
How Federal and State Unemployment Insurance Taxes Interlock
The Federal unemployment tax regulations provide for a tax of three per cent
on the total taxable payroll of each employer, with a provision that an employer will be granted a credit not to exceed ninety per cent of the Federal tax,
for payments of unemployment taxes to various states under qualified unemployment insurance systems. When an employer succeeds in reducing his state unemployment tax rate, he receives credit against the Federal tax, not only for the taxes
actually paid to the various states but also for the reductions in such taxes due
to merit rating. At the present time all states impose an unemployment tax on
payrolls of employers. Only two states, Alabama and New Jersey, levy this
form of tax on employees.
State unemployment maximum tax rates vary with a range from 2.7 per cent
to 4.0 per cent, the standard rate among the majority of states being 2.7 per
cent. As stated above, an employer may be given credit for payments to various
states up to ninety per cent of the Federal tax. It, therefore, results in most
cases that the Federal tax rate is .3 per cent. If the state rate is over 2.7 per cent,
the excess cannot be credited against the Federal tax. State minimum tax rates
run from zero to 1.3 per cent on the basis of merit rating systems. These open
up opportunity for tax savings and hence for lower costs for which we are
striving.
Employers doing business in any state must conform to its state unemployment
tax regulations, regardless of Federal requirements, since some states require
tax payments even though an employer does not come under the Federal law.
Employers subject to state unemployment insurance taxes vary among states.
Some cover companies with a single employee or payrolls as low as $75 per
quarter.
Sometimes voluntary coverage is provided for. Under it, an employer not
subject to state tax but subject to Federal tax (if this situation occurs) may be
able to reduce his tax rate by voluntarily complying with the terms of his state
law and, at the same time, give his employees protection of benefit eligibility.
Under the circumstances, he has everything to gain, since he must otherwise pay
the three per cent Federal tax and may as well build up a merit rating with the
state for possible future tax reduction. Most states will permit this, either if any
employer has too few employees in the state to be subject to state law on a comF E B R U A R Y , 1953
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pulsory basis or if some of his employees come under one of the specific tax
exemptions.
Merit Rating Plans
Merit rating is the only way open to employers subject to unemployment taxes
to reduce payroll tax costs. Almost all large employers have definite programs
to gain tax savings under the merit system and perhaps are at an advantage here
in being able to employ tax counsel, but there are many small employers who
must depend on their regular office staff to become familiar with the requirements and formulas of the merit system. If the thoughts contained in this paper
stimulate employers who have not taken advantage of the tax saving methods
available in merit rating plans, the author will feel his work rewarded.
The basic idea of merit rating is to fix responsibility for the unemployment
of each person drawing benefits. In other words the goal is to lighten the tax
load of an employer who stabilizes his employment. There are two methods
in use for fixing this responsibility, the benefit charge method and the payroll
increase method. The benefit charge (also called reserve ratio) method operates on the same principle as a bank account. All tax payments are credited
to the employer's reserve account and all valid unemployment claim payments
charged against it. At the end of the year, the balance in this reserve account
is related to total payroll and the ratio so arrived at determines the merit rating
for the subsequent year. The payroll decrease method operates on comparison of
payrolls over a period of years, as set by a state. Employers showing the least
payroll decrease receive the lowest rates. There are forty -four states using the
benefit charge plan and five the payroll decrease plan. The state of New York
uses both. The state of Montana uses a benefit payroll plan.
Under merit rating, the company has control over the amount of unemployment taxes paid. Each tax dollar saved is a cost dollar saved. To save in payroll
taxes next year depends on merit performance this year. Effort to reduce benefit awards will put cash savings in the company's pocket. One practical step in
this direction is re- hiring (when work is available) of persons who are collecting unemployment benefits. Union contracts may alter this policy.
Merit Rating in Kentucky
In Kentucky the law with which we are concerned is administered by the
division of unemployment insurance, a division of the bureau of employment
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security under the department of economic security. The division is composed
of the commissioner of economic security and two associate commissioners, one
representing labor and the other employers. The associate commissioners are
appointed by the governor. The Kentucky law, like those of most other states,
serves two general purposes:
1. To provide for the payment of benefits
to eligible unemployed workers, by creafing proper reserve funds.

2. To stabilize employment by means of
merit rating incentives for employers.

The division of unemployment insurance maintains separate reserve accounts
for each employer in order to maintain proper control and also a pooled account
where charges not affecting an employer's reserve are charged. (The pooled
account today is made u p primarily of interest on the investment of reserve
account monies.) The merit system in Kentucky is based on tax rates keyed
to the reserve account balance at the close of the preceding year, as follows:
I. If an employer's reserve account on December 31 equals or exceeds five per
cent of his taxable payroll for the thirty six months immediately preceding the
computation, his tax rate for the next
year will be zero.
2. If reserve account is 4.18 per cent but
less than 5 per cent, his rate for the next
year will be .9 per cent.
3. If reserve account is 3.33 per cent but
less than 4.18 per cent, his rate for the
next year will be 1.8 per cent.

4. If reserve account is less than 3.33 per
cent or does not equal or exceed five
times the largest amount of benefits
charged to his account within any one
of the three years last preceding the
computation date, his rate for the next
year will be 2.7 per cent.
5. A penalty rate of 3.2 per cent for 1953
and 3.7 per cent for subsequent years
has been established for employers
whose reserve accounts have become exhausted.

Company Records; Claim Protest Procedure
Since unemployment insurance taxes are a part of the cost of doing business,
it is essential that a company establish a policy of checking each and every
unemployment insurance claim. The following paragraphs contain a procedure
for setting up good unemployment compensation policy.
One individual should be made the person responsible for operation of the
procedure, as well as for familiarizing himself with all aspects of the unemployment insurance law. When a worker is separated, the termination form
should indicate the exact reason for separation. This is important, since it will
be the basis for determining whether or not a protest will be filed against a
worker's claim for insurance payments. A protest may accomplish either of two
objectives. First, it may eliminate or reduce the benefit paid to the claimant
and, secondly, in the event of the ex- employee voluntarily left his most recent
employment with the company without good cause attributable to the work or
FEBRUARY, 1953
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was discharged for an act of misconduct connected with the work, it may result
in having any benefits paid to him charged to the pooled account instead of
to the employer's reserve account.
When a separated employee files for unemployment benefits, the employer will
immediately receive from the nearest Kentucky Unemployment Commission
Office Form U.I.412 -A, "Employer's Notice of Initial Claim," if he is the
most recent employer. This form becomes the first official record that employee
has filed for benefits. It is very important to check the statements made by the
claimant, since any false statements could result in a disqualification. It is essential that the company complete all information requested, particularly indicating the reason for separation. After form has been completed, it must be
signed and returned immediately to the office which mailed it.
At this point, an alphabetical file should be set up so that proper control
can be maintained on each separated employee who has filed for benefits. If
separation was due to lack of work, benefits will automatically be charged to
employer's reserve account. It is important to check the wages in the claimant's
base per period to determine the correct amount of benefits. If the company
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rehires an employee who has filed claim for benefits, the local unemployment
office should be notified, so that benefits will be discontinued.
If a former employee receives employment elsewhere and then becomes eligible for benefits, the company's first notice will be form U.I. 412, "Notice of
Potential Benefit Charges." There is a point to remember here. Although a
former employee works elsewhere and then becomes unemployed, all or part
of his benefits can be charged to a company's reserve account, if he was employed with it during his base period. When, as in this particular situation,
Form U.I. 412 is the first notice, it is important to check the termination record
to find the cause for the original separation. If the claimant was laid off due
to lack of work, the charge to the reserve account must be accepted, but, if the
separation was not the company's responsibility, a protest should be filed stating
the reasons, so that any charge will be made to the pooled account. This must
be done within ten days from date of notice. The following form letter is suggested. We mail it to the Supervisor of Benefits, Frankfort, Kentucky:
"We are in receipt of Form U.I. 412 covering claim of Mr. John Doe, Social Security number 000 -00 -000 for unemployment benefits.
"Mr. John Doe voluntarily left the employ of our company on August 22, 1952.
For this reason we are protesting any charges to our reserve account for benefits paid
to him."
The supervisor of benefits acknowledges the protest on his Form U.I. 468
and advises that investigation will be made. Upon completion, a determination
is sent the company on Form U.I. 492.1, indicating the decision. The decision
can be protested by writing to the Division of Unemployment Insurance, Frankfort, Kentucky, and requesting that a referee be appointed, as the company is
appealing the case. The employer will be notified of the date, time and place
of the hearing on Form U.I. 444. Normally, hearings are held in cities in
which the Kentucky Unemployment Commission has offices. It is most important to present all testimony in an accurate and impressive manner. It is usually
advantageous to be represented by someone familiar with all the facts of the
case.
After the hearing, the employer and employee receive notice of the referee's
decision on Form U.I. 445. Any unfair referee's decision should be appealed
to the commission for a review. If it upholds the referee's decision, a second
appeal should be made for an oral hearing which, in most cases, will be informal.
It would seem that in only extreme cases would further protests be taken into
the courts.
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EXHIBIT 2

Monthly Report of Charges to Employer's Reserve
The Kentucky Unemployment Compensation Commission is trying to administer
the program as accurately as possible but needs cooperation of employers to the
fullest extent. This is doubtless true in other states as well. It is extremely important
that all benefit payments be made in accordance with regulations and, if a protest is in order, that substantiating proof be available, so that a fair decision
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may be handed down. This eliminates additional protests and added costs.
Payroll tax reduction is not to be offset by added litigation expense. Employers
should do their utmost to qualify for lower rates under prescribed procedure.
As another means of keeping close check on the company's reserve account,
the unemployment compensation commission furnishes, each month, a statement
of charges against each employer's reserve account. This statement should be
checked very carefully, since corrections or adjustments will be made if the
company informs the commission of any discrepancies. If the claims as charged
are valid, they should still be checked back to the weekly rates and maximum
amounts payable listed on Form U.I. 412, "Notice of Valid Claim," which was
sent at the time the benefit year was established. To do so, total each claimant's
earnings for the first four of the five completed quarters immediately preceding
the "date filed" shown on this form. This will be the "base period wages."
Locate this amount in the schedule in Exhibit 1 to this article (but remember
we are referring to Kentucky only, so that this is illustrative material to most
readers) and directly opposite it will be the weekly benefit rate and the maximum benefit year payment.
If any discrepancies are found, it is in order to write to the unemployment
compensation commission. Any corrections will be forthcoming on a subsequent statement. It is important to keep a record of these corrections so they
can be checked off as they appear on the statement.
Voluntary Contribution for Succeeding Year
Another feature of the Kentucky unemployment system is the voluntary
contribution permitted before December 31 of each year. This can be profitable.
On December 15 of each year, an employer who has been paying unemployment
taxes receives from the division of unemployment insurance a statement of his
reserve account as of November 30, as well as a blank form for estimating his
reserve on December 31. In order to do this, it is necessary to estimate any
claims which might be charged to the reserve account in December.
After determining the estimated reserve, the state merit schedule for company status should be checked. It is at this point that it may be possible
to save taxes for the ensuing year. Decide what merit rating you wish to have
and the net voluntary payment which must be made to obtain it. Sometimes,
by making a small contribution, a real tax saving on the entire payroll may be
effected. It is important that there be some estimate of payrolls for the next
year to determine what tax cost will be on the old rate as compared to the rate
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determined by voluntary contribution. The resulting difference should enable
the company to decide what step to take.
Kentucky Unemployment Benefits Schedule
The "base period" for any worker is the first four of the last five completed
calendar quarters immediately preceding the first day of a worker's "benefit
year." The benefit year of any worker is the period of time beginning with the
date as of which the individual first files a valid claim for benefits, and ending
a full year later. The maximum amount of benefits payable to a worker is
dependent upon his earnings in his base year. Reference is again made to Exhibit 1 to show how this works. To be eligible for benefits, an unemployed
worker must serve a waiting period of one week of unemployment within his
benefit period.
The chart shown in Exhibit 2 prepared by the Research and Statistics Division of the Division of Economic Security of Kentucky, is informative and
presents the trend of unemployment in the state of Kentucky from 1939 to 1952
and also brings out the rise in benefits for this same period.
Advantage Not to Be Lost
Largely in the hands of accounting staff lies the implementation of the
opportunity for reducing unemployment insurance taxes through a good merit
rating whith the state. It is a matter, not only of good records but also of
close co- operation with state agencies. This requires time, attention and systematic handling.
One thought may be added here. There is a remote possibility that, if a
continued stabilized period of employment is to remain with us, many state
funds may reach a point at which there will be enough money available for
future use of the funds. In this event, only those employers who have not
joined in stabilizing employment would be assessed with unemployment taxes
and the others would become tax free. This may be wishful thinking but, if
some maximum amount could be estimated as a safe working fund, the tax burden could be lifted when a state reached that point.
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Methods of Embezzlement —
and Protective Measures
by ROY C. TAYLOR
General Auditor, The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio

The .seventeen danger signals that stealing in some form may be going
on and for the forty -six principal methods for it, identified in this article are keyed to the known increase in business losses and individual
tragedies from this source in recent years. Indicated are approaches to
the prevention problem thus posed.
T I S W EL L A C CE P TE D

by bonding companies that losses from stealing from

I business institutions can easily reach well over one and a half million a day
under current experience. Peculation, embezzlement, defalcation or any appropriate word used to express stealing from another are not new terms to us, by any
means, but what proves to be new to many is the fact that these irregular activities are at an accelerated rate and involve otherwise apparently fine men and
women from well- respected families. The subject is not one we can look at
and hope to benefit but one we must look through in order to fully understand and appreciate the seriousness from a business angle and the illogical
phase of it from a moral angle. If we constantly seek the brighter side of our
problem along educational and preventive lines, we are very likely to find out
how we can help the other fellow as well as ourselves.
It does not require much imagination for one to believe that some of the
employees caught stealing are perfectly honest in their statements when they
claim, of their first dishonest acts, that they meant only to "borrow" the money
or its equivalent. If serious diseases can occur from a weakening of the human
system, then the mental forces weakened from days and nights of financial
worry can easily succumb to the doing of something that a healthy mind would
cast off. We must keep in mind that, while many embezzlements in business
are cleverly laid schemes, the majority start in small amounts and more often
are crudely performed. Thus, the constant need for us to close and lock the
door of so- called "opportunity."
Embezzlement Mofives and Danger Signals
I believe that there is a lot which can be done through realizing the seriousness of the problem and instituting measures to close doors which would otherFEBRUARY, 1953
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PRINCIPAL DANGER SIGNALS RELATED TO EMBEZZLEMENT
I. Borrowing small amounts from fellow employees.
2. Placing personal checks in change funds — undated, postdated, and past dated
—or requesting others to "hold" checks.
3. Personal checks cashed and returned for irregular reasons.
4. Collectors or creditors appearing at the store or office, and excessive use of
telephone to "stall off" creditors.
5. Placing unauthorized I.O.U.'s in change funds or prevailing on others in
authority to accept I.O.U.'s for small short -term loans.
6. Inclination toward covering up inefficiencies or occasional "plugging" of
figures.
7. Pronounced criticism of others, in endeavoring to divert suspicion.
8. Replying with stilted and unreasonable explanations on any investigations.
Peculiar mannerisms.
9. Gambling in any form, beyond ability to stand loss.
10. Excessive drinking, night clubbing, associating with questionable characters.
11. Buying or otherwise acquiring through business channels expensive automobiles
and extravagant household furnishings.
12. Explaining a higher standard of living as money left from an estate —often
warranting a confidential investigation.
13. Getting sore on reasonable questioning. Unusually calm under severe questioning.
14. Refusing to leave custody of records during the day.
15. Refusing to take vacations for fear of detection. Shunning promotions.
16. Constant association with and entertainment by a member of a supplier's staff.
17. Carrying an unusually large bank balance and /or heavy buying of securities.

EXHIBIT 1

wise be ajar. If we accept the logic that one of the most serious problems in
business today is that of personnel, we can well afford to know more about our
people and proceed to correct what is known to be wrong, or be alert to the
danger signals that indicate "stormy weather." With emphasis on the prevention of stealing, we can save humans and business expense, for while one's
heart tells him to lend an arm in helping an unfortunate, better logic and business judgment tell him to concentrate his energies on trying to keep a potential
defaulter out of trouble.
If the fundamental need of prevention and of gaining further light on the
problem be conceded, let us take a look at an analysis made as to the motives
for stealing, arranged in the sequence of their frequency:
I. Living beyond income, debts incurred before employment, and /or obligations incurred since employment.

2. Gambling, liquor and questionable associates.
3. Illness and hospital bills.

Looking back over the shoulder from the cases at hand, it is often recalled
that the culprit was known to be in a state of financial embarrassment or engaged in certain so- called pleasurable activities, but seldom does one speculate
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where the money might be coming from or perhaps care to suspect the person of
stealing. There are, however, certain "danger signals" which, for years, have
received the attention of auditors. Businessmen in general could well afford to
become acquainted with them, not that they represent direct evidence of stealing
on an employee's part, but they often provide a motive for irregular actions or
serve to prevent an employee from performing the best of work. The more
prominent of these are listed in Exhibit 1.
It is well to remember that a previously undetected peculation invariably pyramids until the day of discovery when the unrecoverable loss is of serious consequences. It is often the case that the amount for which a claim is filed is small
in proportion to that which is stolen. This is but another reason for being alert
to danger signals or any other medium through which losses can be detected and
stopped.
Methods of Stealing
What then of the methods used by those whose motives lead to stealing and
with respect to whom the danger signals prompted an investigation (or were
ignored at the time) ? To attempt a complete listing might appear unnecessary.
However, the numerous more common methods listed in Exhibit 2 will set one
to thinking, "Is my business adequately safeguarded against these simple
methods through which many sizeable peculations begin ?"
The findings are clear that the majority of business thefts of money start with
very small amounts and pyramid to a point at which the amounts are excessive
or, as the culprit often phrases it, "too large to put back." It can be enough, at
the start, for a package of cigarettes or a fling at a pin ball machine or punch
board. It increases to pay a bill, meet the monthly rent, make the automobile
payments, etc., until disclosure occurs or the principal degrades himself to the
status of a slick crook, getting by largely by his wits until he resigns, is discharged, or continues at his work under some form of arrangement. It is established to the satisfaction of most auditors that, once an employee begins to steal,
he or she seldom stops so long as the "pickings" are easy. But, under a worthwhile system of control, it will be found difficult to begin or increasingly difficult to continue.
From an imprest fund arise paid vouchers which often can be used fraudulently. The increasing of an express receipt, from say $1.43 to $11.43 by adding the 1, has been found several times, in varying amounts, by close inspection
with the supporting data, even in view of the culprit's attempt to likewise alter
the weight of the shipment. Longhand or typewritten petty cash invoices have
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
B.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

PRINCIPAL EMBEZZLEMENT METHODS
Pilfering stamps.
Stealing merchandise, tools, and items of equipment.
Removing small amounts from cash funds and registers.
Placing I.O.U.'s, as well as undated, postdated and past dated checks, in
change funds.
Failing to record sales of merchandise, and pocketing the cash.
Creating overages in cash funds and registers by under recording.
Overloading expense accounts -false mileage, entertainment.
Lapping collections on customers' accounts.
Pocketing payments on customers' accounts, issuing receipts on scraps of paper.
Collecting an old account, pocketing the money and charging it off.
Collecting charged -off accounts and not reporting.
Issuing credits for false customer claims or returned goods.
Failing to make bank deposits daily or depositing only a part.
Altering dates on deposit slips to cover stealing.
Making round sum deposits - attempting to catch up by end of month.
Carrying fictitious extra help on payrolls.
Carrying employees on payrolls beyond actual severance dates.
Falsifying additions on payrolls.
Destroying sales tickets.
Altering cash sales tickets after handing copy to customer.
Voiding cash sales tickets through irregular explanations.
Withholding cash sales monies by using a false charge account.
Recording unwarranted cash discounts.
Increasing amounts of paid -outs in accounting for disbursements.
Using carbon copies of previously used original vouchers.
Using personal expenditure vouchers to support paid -outs.
Using a properly approved voucher of the prior year by changing one figure.
Using self - prepared "invoices" and falsifying approvals.
Paying false invoices obtained through collusion with suppliers.
Increasing amount of suppliers' invoices through collusion.
Charging personal purchases to company through misuse of purchase orders.
Billing merchandise to fictitious accounts for disposal.
Shipping merchandise to an employee or relative's home for disposal.
Falsifying inventories to cover thefts.
Diverting traveling or other business advances to personal use.
Cashing checks made payable to the culprit's company.
Forging endorsements on checks made payable to suppliers.
Inserting fictitious ledger sheets.
Deliberately delaying the reconciliation of a customer's account.
Making erroneous footings of cash receipts and disbursements books.
Deliberately confusing postings to control and detail accounts.
Rewriting ledger sheets to avoid detection.
Holding a cash receipts book open beyond the normal time.
Selling scrap materials and pocketing proceeds.
"Selling" combination to safe or vault for a price.
"Selling" the use of keys for a price.
EXHIBIT 2
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been increased in amounts which are discernible by dose inspection. Carbon
copies of invoices have permitted many a duplicate payment to a culprit, which
has caused most companies to inaugurate a plan of recognizing only original
copies when reimbursing the fund. Paid vouchers covering purchases have found
their way in the request for reimbursements, as also have fictitious vouchers with
falsified payees' signatures made possible by obtaining blank forms or having
some printed to order.
Where the business is of a type in which cash sales play a part, the common
method is to pocket the cash or steal the merchandise for disposal away from the
premises. Due to the alertness of shopping agencies, the culprit engaged in
pocketing cash sales prefers the method of under - recording but placing the full
amount in the drawer or cash box. Thus if he is detected, the incident is difficult
to prove. The technique is to remove at the end of the day or when no one is
around, the excess over the amount recorded. One employee was found to use
wooden matches as his tally and to remove the amount from the cash drawer to
the total of the matches transferred from one pocket to another.
The value of tools stolen in all types of industries each year would aggregate a
sizeable fortune and, while it has been lessened by occasional inspection of
lunch boxes and packages, it still is a very high item of expense. One garage
owner was encountered who was determined he would not follow the footsteps
of his predecessor but would actually control the tools. He had constructed a
large board on which the outline of all types of tools were painted. Thus, a
quick glance at the time of closing showed all to be in their respective places. If
not, there was a search. It was the owner's opinion that his profit picture was
vastly improved by his ability to control an otherwise high expense item. Many
an employee has been detected weighted down with tools or finished products of
manufacture, or the waist line increased in size by materials around his person.
Perhaps one of the most common of procedures in stealing is to pocket cash
payments on customers' accounts. Once it is started and found easy to do, the
culprit is in a whirlpool. At the beginning of this activity, the amount taken is
replaced on pay day and a larger amount then taken until it is in excess of the
salary checks received. Then, usually, a check is taken, unrecorded as to receipt,
and the cash equivalent removed. The confiscating of other checks received
then follows to cover those previously taken, with a consistent plan of "lapping"
being carried on. This pyramids ever higher and higher until the employee
cracks under the strain of manipulating, or the customers or an audit brings the
situation to light.
The use of duplicate falsified bank deposit slips to mislead office associates
F E B R U A R Y , 1953
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and auditors has been availed of in many instances. One such case, in my experience, permitted an $18,000 peculation to continue over a three -year period
before being detected. If examination consists of only a glance at the totals of
the deposit slips, the figures are found to be the same, but comparison of the
detail of the deposit slip in the bank's files with that in the company's office will
reveal a difference in currency and cash, with one check or more to equal the
difference. Thus, the bank copy is actual as to the deposit, whereas the office
copy is designed to reflect the receipts. This comparison at the bank for a current period is suggested as a means of stopping the procedure of inserting an unrecorded check to cover a cash steal. Many banks cooperate by certifying to the
accuracy of the detailed deposit slips and make independent mailings to their
accounts when requested to do so.
When a burglary occurs on company premises, it is well to conduct a thorough
investigation as to whether or not it is an inside or outside job, for many a one
has been faked to cover a cash shortage. One uncommon situation was disclosed
in which the combination to a safe was reported to have been sold to a thug by
an employee. The former, once gaining access to the building, had little trouble
in reaching the money. A somewhat more common practice is the "loaning" of
keys to a thug for a price. Making very certain who holds safe combinations
and carries keys is essential to lessening conditions such as this.
Generally speaking, the average peculator of my experience adopts two or
three methods, depending, to a degree, on the length of time the period of stealing continues. The greatest number encountered in any one case was forty-nine
different methods, some of which were cleverly executed. The one which led to
detection was the first or simplest method adopted.
Facing the Problem
Up to this point we have dealt with motives and methods of stealing, with a
look at particularly tempting opportunities. Now, we deal with the problem of
convincing employees that the way of a transgressor is hard. One of the fine
attributes of American businessmen is the principle that employees are not considered dishonest until proven to be such, but it must be asked whether this is
a practical course to follow along educational lines. There are many who believe it is sound reasoning to convince employees that you have a high degree
of faith in their integrity but, at the same time, that you are fully aware of some
of the pranks of the human mind and not only expect truthful and honest dealings but, through a sensible system of control, will see that honesty becomes the
best policy.
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A sensible system of internal control brought to a point of efficiency where
it commands the required degree of respect and operating at a reasonable level
of expense, is of major importance in any business. A good practical systems
man, broad enough in viewpoint to abandon certain worn -out theories, can make
himself an extremely valuable asset to any company. Plans and procedures designed by him can not only save money but can serve to prevent 'open- door"
condition from existing, without any expensive installation. The more he knows
of the peculative methods, the better position he is in to see that risk is reduced to
a minimum. The more logical and practical he is, the better chance he has to
"sell' other employees, as well as management, on the idea of a satisfactory
internal control.
When a worthwhile system has been designed and is in operation, a good
practical internal auditor or auditors can, not only conduct periodic audits of a
worthwhile nature, but can, like a systems man, pay their way in many businesses. Care needs to be exercised that internal auditors do not load themselves
down with penny- checking details when dollars merit their attention, or permit
auditing work to fall into arrears, thus leaving the door open for irregularities
to start. As in the case of the systems man, if the company auditors have access
to a wide range of information on violations of honesty, they are in much better
position to keep pace with this growing evil.
A company having its own internal auditing staff can request its independent
public accountants to confine their activities to a thorough review of the system
of internal control and, with a representative test check, perform their work
adequately. If the company does not maintain an internal auditor (or staff)
answerable to top management, it is certainly recommended that the public accountants be expected to make a detailed audit which will, not only serve to
satisfy the company's requirements, but, in addition, prove the ability and honesty of its employees, or otherwise.
The question is often asked whether a company can feel secure that its independent public accountants will be able to disclose acts of an irregular nature in
the business and bring the culprits to justice. In some instances, the answer is
"Yes," and, in some cases, it depends on what the accountants are employed to
do. If the agreement provides for a detailed audit by a reputable firm at an increased cost to the client, the chances are favorable that discovery will occur. If
the work to be performed is restricted to that of a balance sheet audit and the
client does not maintain an internal auditing staff, it is possible, even likely, that
a peculation would continue.
Many public accountants could afford to extend their education to the multiplicity of embezzlement methods in use today, the motives contributing to thefts,
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and the danger signals which can often serve as a tip -off. With stealing reported on the increase, it becomes doubly important that close attention be paid
this subject and the client given the opportunity to correct what is wrong if
losses are occurring or to receive professional advice as to media of prevention.
Balanced Prevention
Businessmen can well afford to look around and see if their houses are in
order, correct what might be wrong in management's handling of situations and,
with a deep concern for an employee's position, look to him or her for the accepted degree of honesty and fair dealing through a mutual understanding of
the problem on both sides. Added "insurance" in the form of control- minded
key men, a reputable bonding company, and a dependable firm of independent
public accountants easily prove to be worthwhile expenditures in protection of
man's and management's interests.
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Control of Inventory
Through Quantity Standards
by JOHN H. HILDRETH
Assistant to the Treasurer, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware

The path to maintenance of inventories which are neither too high
nor too low is marked out here in terms of development of a suitable
inventory quantity standard for items or groups of items and selection of the proper designation for and determination of such a standard, in the light of factors making for a hedge against the principal
pressures toward excess or deficiency in the inventory picture.

with the assumption that there are inventories
T to deal with. Since there are inventories,
there is the problem of controlling
HE P R OB L EM I S A P PR OA C HE D

inventory size. Inventories should not be carried unless, if they are, net income
will be greater. However, most men in industry find that inventories are essential for the following basic purposes:
I. To avoid difficulties which may arise because of failure to receive raw materials
or supplies in accordance with the usual
pattern.
t. To permit stabilization of production volume in accordance with management
policy.

3. To obtain advantage of most economical
unit of purchase.
4. To buy in advance of anticipated higher
unit prices of purchased products or anticipated higher production costs.
S. To permit prompt shipment of finished
product to customers.

The problem of inventory size is especially important today. Inventories represent an investment of cash. High unit prices, coupled with the tempo of
general business, have caused the investment in manufacturers' inventories to
reach such proportions that the subject warrants increased concern on the part
of management. Many concerns, indeed, find that providing adequate funds
for working capital requirements under prevailing conditions, presents a major
problem. In addition, business management is desirous of keeping investment
per dollar of sales as low as practicable, so as to achieve the maximum return
on investment, for, while margin of profit per dollar of sales is important,
return on investment is of greater importance.
Consequently, there are definite financial disadvantages attached to inventories which are either too large or too small. Cash tied up in excessive inventories is not available for productive purposes. In additon to immobilizing
funds, excessive inventories tend to create other financial burdens in the way
of increased storage, insurance and clerical expense. They create a potential
liability by reason of possible inventory loss from obsolescence, pilferage, damage and deterioration. On the other hand, deficient inventories may result in
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loss of profit because of uneconomical purchasing (buying in small lots, emergency purchasing, etc.), interruptions to production, loss of sales and impairment of competitive position. How then, shall these disadvantages be avoided?
How can inventories be maintained at optimum levels?
Inventory Quantity Standards
A number of systems or techniques are currently popular for controlling
inventory size. These are sometimes referred to by specific terminology as
standards, budgets, ratios, appropriations, and the like. There will be no attempt
here to name or discuss all methods employed toward this end. Furthermore,
there is no panacea —no cure -all —for the problem of controlling inventory size.
Nevertheless, there is a system or technique for dealing with the problem,
which has been used with considerable success. It is known as an inventory
quanity standard. This is a standard which represents the minimum quantity of a
specific item of raw material, semifinished product or finished product which
will produce the highest return consistent with reasonable protection to production and /or sales.
In order that inventory quantity standards may be valid over a fairly wide
range of business volume, they should be stated in terms of number of month's
supply rather than in terms of a fixed quantity or a fixed dollar value. An important factor, therefore, in determining inventory quantity standards is the
quantity of material required for production and for sale. Since inventories
are carried, if at all, in anticipation of future needs, it is important that these
requirement be geared to forecast usage rather than past usage, although records of past usage can often be used to good advantage in building the necessary
forecast.
Any one of several types of inventory quantity standards based on future
usage, could be adopted. There are four principal types, as follows:
I. Ideal or theoretical standards— InvenCory quantity standards based on ideal
conditions of procurement, transportaLion, manufacture and sale, without allowance for adverse circumstances,
whether controllable or noncontrollable
by management.
b. Forecast standards —Standards based on
forecast of inventories expected during
the year, with allowance for all circumstances anticipated for the year, whether
controllable or noncontrollable by management.
3. Normal standards — Standards based on
normal (stabilized) conditions of pro756

curement, transportation, manufacture
and sale, with allowance for adverse circumstances not subject to management
control but ordinarily anticipated in
everyday operation. Allowances would
not be made for unstabilized conditions
resulting from war, strikes, booms or depressions.
4. Yearly standards— Standards based on
anticipated conditions of procurement,
transportation, manufacture and sale for
the year in question, with allowance for
adverse circumstances not subject to
management control but which can be
reasonably expected to prevail through out the year.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Shortcomings of Ideal Forecast and Normal Inventory Standards
Ideal standards represent minimum practicable inventory requirements based
on production at full capacity and with operations at maximum efficiency.
Thus, they represent truly objective goals. On the other hand, because they
represent requirements when operating under ideal conditions, they are seldom
—if ever — attainable. Therefore, they are generally unrealistic and may retard
initiative. Hence, it would appear that ideal standards would have little application in industry.
Forecast standards have the basic weakness that they do not necessarily represent optimum requirements. Such standards represent the best estimate of
stocks expected to prevail during the year, not what those stocks ought to be.
Forecast standards, therefore, would not reveal an excess or deficiency of stock
due to either controllable or noncontrollable conditions. Because forecast
standards would be synonymous with forecast inventory, there seems to be no
justification for both the forecast and the forecast standard. In short, forecast
standards do not measure up to an effective standard for inventory control.
Normal standards would appear to be closer to home base than either ideal
or forecast standards. Normal standards represent minimum requirements consistent with highest return, based on production at normal capacity and reasonable efficiency and the existence of normal conditions of procurement,
transportation, manufacture and sale. A comparison of actual inventory with
normal standard inventory would reveal any abnormality in the former and
would thus indicate to management a situation for correction. In theory, therefore, it would appear that this type of standard provides the answer to our
problem. Unfortunately, standards representing normal requirements are also
deficient in certain respects. It would be difficult— perhaps impossible in most
firms —to obtain unanimity of opinion as to what constitutes "normal" conditions. What is "normal" capacity? 'Normal" efficiency of operations? "Normal" conditions of procurement? "Normal" conditions of transportation?
"Normal" conditions of sale?
Also there is the question of semipermanent circumstances diverging from
normal. Many in industry would not agree that "normal" conditions have
existed in the past several years. Consequently, normal standards would not
have been a good gauge of inventory requirements since they would not have
provided allowance for noncontrollable conditions such as war - disrupted markets, shortages of raw materials, transportation difficulties and so on. Therefore, until business again operates under "normal" conditions, standards based
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Principles Governing Determination of Yearly Inventory Quantity Standards
I. Inventory quantity standards for items should be calculated and not "pulled out of the
hat." By this it is not meant that standards should be reduced to calculation by following a rigid mathematical formula. Instead, they can be calculated after giving proper
consideration to all pertinent factors relating to procurement, manufacture and sales.
Standards can be calculated, for example, in terms of dollars and in terms of number
of months' supply of raw material, semifinished product or finished product. (Exhibit
2 is illustrative.)
2. Standards should represent requirements at the lowest level possible without incurring
greater losses from factors other than inventory, i.e., the level of inventory that will
produce the highest return consistent with reasonable protection to production and sales.
3. Standards should be based on conditions of procurement, transportation, manufacture,
end sale which are expected to prevail throughout the year and with recognition of
adverse circumstances not subject to management control, such as shortage of basic
raw materials, war - disrupfed markets, car shortages, strikes, etc., but without allowance
for circumstances subject to control by management.
4. Standards should be based upon and keyed to volume of sales, production, and consumption forecast for the year.
5. Standards should be practical and reasonably attainable.
6. Standards should represent average stocks and not the minimum below which it is unsafe or inefficient to operate, or the maximum upon receipt or manufacture of fresh
supply.
7. Standards should not be a bar against taking advantage of favorable opportunities
of purchase.
8. Standards should be calculated for each fiscal year and should not be revised during
the year unless unusual conditions arise which have important effects on such standards.
9. Standards for individual items or groups of related items should be determined wherever
the dollar inventory value for such item or group is significant. The individual standards
should be determined through employment of such factors as are considered necessary
to ascertain proper inventory requirements under stabilized conditions for the particular year involved. Some factors which warrant consideration in determining standards for raw materials are:
(a) Allowance for stock that is still in transit after billing has been received and
recorded in the inventory records.
(b) Reserve stock required in plant storage to protect against failure of supply.
Ordinarily this allowance should not exceed consumption during period required
to reorder and receive a new shipment.
(c) Allowance to reflect average stock just before and after receipt of shipment —
equivalent to one -half car -lot or other economical purchase unit.
10. Standard for investment in each category of inventory (raw materials, semifinished
products, and finished products) generally should be a composite of individual standards weighed on basis of forecast requirements.
11. Standards should be based on administrative procedures which are as simple and effective as practicable. and which should be thoroughly understood by all persons concerned.

EXHIBIT 1

on normal requirements would not represent a realistic measure of efficiency.
Thus, because of the difficulty in defining what constitutes "normal" conditions and because business conditions would appear not to have been "normal"
in recent years, standards based on normal requirements do not measure up
to a good practical standard.
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Differentiating Yearly from "Normal" and Forecast Standards
But we have another card in the deck. The fourth and last type of inventory
quantity standards is called yearly standards. These standards represent minimum requirements consistent with highest return based on forecast volume,
functioning at reasonable efficiency and under anticipated conditions of procurement, transportation, manufacture and sale for the year in question, but
without allowance for circumstances which are controllable by management.
In other words, yearly standards are the equivalent of normal standards after
adjustment to conditons which are expected to prevail during the year, as opposed
to "normal" conditions. Thus, yearly standards would allow for stocks required
to offset anticipated noncontrollable conditions such as, by way of illustration,
below - normal inventory because of governmental restrictions on inventory size,
or above - normal inventory because only imported material is available whereas
domestic material ordinarily is used.
It may appear, at first glance, that there is not a great deal of difference between forecast standards (based on forecast of inventories expected during the
year) and yearly standards (based on anticipated conditions of procurement,
transportation, manufacture and sale). The standard inventories calculated
under these two methods might be identical but, if so, it would be purely
coincidental. This is true because it is intended that entirely different principles or conditions be assumed in the calculation of these standards. For
example, forecast standards would provide allowance for all circumstances
anticipated, whether controllable or noncontrollable by management. Yearly
standards would provide allowance for circumstances not controllable by management but would not provide allowance for circumstances which are controllable by management.
Perhaps the following comparative tabulation of factors will help to clarify
this difference:
Allowances provided in
inventory quantity standards
Yearly
Forecast
standard
standard
Stock- piling in anticipation of price rise
Reduction in inventory in anticipation of price decline
Stock - piling in order to maintain volume of production
Reduction in inventory caused by Government restrictions
Reduction in inventory caused by unusually heavy customer demand
Increase in elapsed time between time of placing order
and time of receiving delivery. (Delay may be due to
strike, transportation difficulty, disruption in source of
supply, etc.)
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yearly Standard —Pro and Con; Making the Choice
As was the case with the other three types, there are both advantages and
disadvantages attached to yearly inventory quantity standards. Among their
disadvantages is the fact that, since they are tuned to conditions which are
expected to prevail in a given year, these standards may fluctuate widely from
year to year, as basic conditions change. Hence, they do not always afford a
long -range objective and may be ineffectual for historical comparisons. In addition, they do not reveal the amount of inventory attributable to noncontrollable
and possibly temporary factors.
There are several important advantages attached to yearly inventory quantity
standards. They represent reasonably attainable goals for the year in which they
are used. Of course, it is not contended that a standard is a good one merely
because it is attainable. Nevertheless, a standard —like any other constructive
objective —should be reasonably attainable. Another advantage is that yearly
standards serve as a yardstick for measuring actual performance month by month
with performance anticipated for the same periods of time. They reveal inventory variations resulting from action, or lack of action, taken by management
in respect of circumstances over which management has control such as stockpiling in anticipation of price rise or reducing inventory in anticipation of lower
prices. These standards are sensitive enough to call attention to actual or potential inventory variances above or below amounts called for, in event of substantial change in business conditons. Finally, there should be a minimum of
difficulty in securing unanimous opinion as to the premises underlying their calculation, since there is to be no dealing with such abstracts such as "normal"
conditions and "ideal" conditions. The unknown does come up and must be
dealt with in forecasting conditions for the next year. However, there should
be less difficulty in getting unanimous opinion with respect to forecast conditions for the next twelve months than on what constitutes normal or ideal conditions.
It is concluded, therefore, that none of the four types of standards measures up to a perfect standard. This is not surprising, since few business systems or techniques are perfect. On the other hand, yearly standards appear to
be best suited for many business concerns for the purpose of controlling inventory size. At this point, the question might well be asked: Who should make
the final decision as to which type of standard will be used? It seems that
the decision should be made by a person or group of persons having authority
to make policy decisions for the concern. After the decision has been made as
to what type of inventory quantity standard will be adopted, the next logical
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steps deal with who will be responsible for calculating the standards and what
principles should be considered in their determination.
Arriving at Yearly Inventory Quantity Standards
In general, it would appear logical to assign responsibility for calculating
inventory quantity standards to the persons in charge of procurement, production and sales, working in collaboration with the treasurer. The purchasing
agent would render assistance with respect to time required by vendor to ship
the order, in transit time, and the most economical unit of purchase. The production manager would forecast the quantity of raw material and semifinished
material required (based on sales forecast of finished product), minimum stock
required for most efficient production, average and maximum stock desired.
The sales manager would forecast sales of finished product, the minimum
stock required for most efficient sales, average and maximum stock desired.
These individuals, in collaboration with the treasurer, who has overall financial responsibility, would calculate the standards in a manner consistent with predetermined principles. It would appear that the principles also should be
established by a person or group of persons having authority to make policy
decisions. Some of the principles which should receive consideration in determination of standards are given in Exhibit 1.
Approval, pursuant to recommendation by the persons charged with responsibility for their calculation, of inventory quantity standards should be
obtained from a person or group of persons having authority to make companywide decisions. An appropriate time to present such recommendations would
be in the month immediately preceding the first month of each new fiscal year.
Reporting Deviations from Standard Inventory
It is suggested that reports on the status of inventories be presented monthly
or at other regular intervals, to appropriate executives. The reports going to
lower echelons of management in larger concerns and to all levels of management in smaller concerns might contain information on individual items in inventory as well as summary information on raw materials, semifinished products
and finished products. Reports to top management in larger concerns might
well be restricted to totals for raw materials, semifinished products and finished
products, plus information with respect to the most important individual products. All reports would show actual book inventory and standard inventory
both being converted to dollars and number of months' supply. Explanatory
FEBRUARY, 1953
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CALCULATION OF "X" COMPANY RAW MATERIAL STANDARDS
(1)

Material
Material A
Material B
Material C
Material D

Total

"X" Company
(S)

Material
Material A
Material B
Material C
Material D

Total "X"
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(2)

(3)

(4)

FORECAST AVERAGE MONTHLY CONSUMPTION
Economic
Quantity
Unit Cost
Value
Purchase Unit
200,000 lbs.
$ 1.00 $ 200,000
Carload 80,000 lbs.
150,000 lbs.
.90
135,000
Carload 60,000 lbs.
50 tons
100.00
5,000
Carload 40 tons
1,000,000 gals.
1.50
1,500,000
Ocean tanker 2,000,000 gals.

Transit
Time

.1
.3
.3
.8

$1,840,000
(6)

(7)

MONTHS' SUPPLY
Standard
Purchase Unit
Remainder
Economic
.2
.2
2.2
.2
.4
.4
1.5
1.0

Company

(8)

(9)

Standard
.5
2.7
1.1
3.3

Standard
Dollar
Value
$ 100,000
364,500
5,500
4,950,000

2.9

$5,420,000

Based on forecast of production requirements.
Reflects analysis of purchase contracts and estimated spot purchases.
Column (1) times column (2).
Minimum purchase at any time, after giving consideration to all factors contributing
to lowest net cost.
Allowance for stock that is still in transit after billing has been received and recorded
in the inventory records.
Reserve stock required in plant storage to protect against failure of supply. Ordinarily this allowance should not exceed consumption during period required to reorder and receive a new shipment.
Allowance to reflect average stock just before and after receipt of shipment—equivalent to one -half of car -lot or other economical purchase unit (50% of column (4)
divided by column (1) ).
Sum of factors in columns (5), (6) and (7).
Column (3) times column ( 8) . Total standard dollar value divided by total dollar
consumption (column 3) results in total "X" company standard -2.9 months' supply.
EXHIBIT 2

comments would be supplied concerning all significant variations of actual
from standard.
Thus, management would be informed at regular intervals as to the status
of inventories. This procedure would enable management to take effective
action with respect to inventories which appeared to be either too high or too
low —and usually in time to prevent serious consequences.
Maintaining Balance Between High and Low Inventories
The problem of controlling inventory size is of greater importance today
than ever before. Not only are inventories at a high level but so also is general
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business activity. The prices of goods in inventory are inflated substantially
over the price levels of a few years ago. A substantial proportion of our business activity is attributable to the defense effort. These and other factors make
it difficult to forecast what business conditions will be in the near future. Furthermore, the prudent business man wants —at all times —to prevent having unproductive cash tied up in excessive inventories.
At the same time he must keep on hand adequate supplies of raw materials,
semifinished product and finished product to permit efficient operation of the
business. One method which can be effective in controlling inventory size is
through the use of yearly inventory quantity standards. While these standards
are not perfect and may not suit the individual requirements of some business
concerns, it would appear that they would prove effective for most concerns.
It should be emphasized, however, that they are only a means to an end and
that the basic problem is to see to it that the amount of cash tied up in inventory is at the absolute minimum necessary to conduct the business efficiently.
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WHEN DOES MANAGEMENT THINK
IN TERM S OF MARGINAL (OR OF
"COMPLETE" ) COSTS?

P O I N T S

W H E N E V E R TH E S UBJ E C T O F MARGINAL

management can or does think in terms
of margins. The arguments on both sides
of this discussion have been well - stated by
now.
Those who claim that management cannot rely on marginal cost stress the need
for total cost information for price setting
purposes. They argue that prices must be
set at a level sufficient to recover total
cost and that failure to cover total cost
in price setting will lead to insolvency.
Those who advocate the marginal approach
in managerial thinking claim that anything which is recovered over and above
marginal cost is a contribution to the
firm's fixed costs. They point out that,
in many instances, it is advantageous to
sell below total cost, but only in exceptional circumstances would a firm ever
sell below marginal, or out -of- pocket, costs.
Therefore, marginal cost is, they say, of
greatest significance.
In attempting to reconcile these two
points of view, some accountants assert
that both types of cost information are
needed by management. While this is a
convenient way to settle the controversy,
there appears to be a fundamental factor
which underlies the explanation of both
views. This factor is the degree of competition with which the firm is confronted.
There is a direct relationship between
the degree of competition which confronts
a firm and the reliance upon the marginal approach in management. One clue
to this is found in the fact that total cost
proponents emphasize the relationship of
total costs to price setting. The very fact
that a firm has a choice as to a selling
764

price, denotes a condition of less than
pure competition. Where keen competition exists, a firm has no choice in the
matters of selling price. Price is deter mined in the competitive market by the
free play of the forces of supply and demand. There are widely varying degrees
of competition, and this is not to suggest
that a firm experiences no competition
whatever when it exercises some control
over its selling price. Some firms have a
wide latitude of control over their selling
prices, others may control them within
narrow ranges, and still others have no
control whatever over selling prices. Also,
varying degrees of competition may exist
within one firm but with respect to different products.
Where competitive conditions are such
that the market does not automatically
produce a selling price, it is understand able that a firm would look to its total,
long -run cost as a guide to proper price
determination. On the other hand, where
a firm has no choice as to its selling
price, total cost may be of little real significance. The only question confronting
such a firm is whether or not to incur a dditional out -of- pocket (marginal) costs by
entering the market at the existing price.
Generally, where price is anything in excess of marginal costs, a firm will enter
the market for the contribution which the
excess will make toward covering fixed
costs.
Where management is confronted with
keen competition, there is no alternative
but to think in terms of marginal costs.
As the degree of competition diminishes
(and there are widely- varying degrees),
management becomes more a nd more conN.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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is being discussed, there seems
to be divided opinion on whether or not

COSTING

) F

V I E W
cerned with total costs for price setting
purposes.
PAUL L. NOBLE, Columbus
"LIFO" AND PRACTICAL
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
THE

USE

OF THE

"LIFO" INVENTORY

method leads us to recognize the need for a
new approach to inventory management.
Out of this must grow new concepts of
purchasing and selling.
Let us examine briefly the purchasing
problem. No matter what system of purchasing is used, the advantage of buying
at the lowest possible price is still the best
principle. However, we now find in "lifo"
the need to watch our year -end inventory
balance. This means not permitting it to
run as low as it might but, rather, controlling its size to a predetermined objective.
To accomplish this may require new techniques in buying, because it becomes more
important to insure replacements. Delivery
terms and points of legal transfer of title
assume an importance quite beyond their
place under other methods.
Situations may arise in which the market is rising and yet, to preserve inventories, purchases must be made. If a substantia l pu rchase has to be ma de at a high
price toward the end of the yea r to repla ce
sales already made, this not only means that
the full price of this purchase becomes a
cost of sales for that yea r but also that it
may tie up a substantial amount of cash
and thus create problems which require
management decisions. For example, can
the company afford this outlay? Will this
outlay have an adverse effect upon the company's balance sheet? Inventory management in itself assumes a position which puts
FEBRUARY, 1953

it in the Same category with effective selling,
good pricing and shrewd buying.
In some progressive companies, inventory
management has become a separate and
distinct function of a fulltime department.
It could be argued that it is also true of
the compa nies not opera ting on "lifo," bu t
it is not so separate and distinct a function as
it becomes when the "lifo" method is u sed.
Let us examine also the effect of the
"lifo" inventory method on the tie -in between selling and purchasing policies. One
thing which "lifo" helps to establish is a
closer relationship between time of purchase
and sales. No longer can the company on
"lifo" sell profitably at low prices in a
rising market because of the retarding price
influence of a lower - priced inventory. Because of this loss of inventory as a retarding agent, selling prices should stay much
closer to buying prices. This acts two ways.
In a rising market the manufacturer should
reflect high cost in his selling prices mu ch
sooner, but, in a falling market, he can
lower selling prices more rapidly without
suffering undue losses.
An even greater requirement, as far as
selling is concerned, is the much greater
need for accurate sales forecasts. The more
accurate and long -range the sales forecasts
become, the more accurately and effectively
it becomes possible to do the purchasing.
No longer can a company on the "lifo"
method follow the general concept tha t it is
up to the sales department to get the prices
at which purchasing and manufacturing
have been incurred. Instead, under "lifo,"
selling prices and purchases are drawn even
closer together and selling prices frequently
determine purchasing prices and manufac.
turing cost.
These considerations comprise an area on
which companies on "lifo" can well and
profitably spend time and which is far from
fully developed.
FELIX WEIL, Dayton
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An Operating Viewpoint on Inventory Control
by J. L. WILSON
Assistant to Vice President in Charge of Manufacturing,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Whatever else is given more or lets weight, the element of forecasting
—and use of data on current and prospective business conditions —
cannot be tide- stepped if inventory control is to merit its name, it is
clearly indicated by the present author who precedes the development
of this conclusion by a dialogue-form colloquy on a wider range of
inventory control factors.

W

E HA VE I N VE NT OR IE S

primarily f or one or all of three reasons:

I. To have materials, parts, or completed
products at the right point at the correct
time to supply the service demanded by
customers.
2. To secure the benefits of the most economical manufacturing quantities, either

produced with our own facilities or purchased from others.
3. To provide the necessary materials for
the production of special apparatus during the manufacturing cycle.

It will be recognized that, while the control of all inventories acquired for
these three reasons is of paramount importance, the problem which gives the
most concern relates to production for stock, i.e., materials, parts, and apparatus have to be accumulated in anticipation of future sales. This problem demands the fulfillment of three conditions:
I. A knowledge of what to produce.
2. A knowledge of how much to produce.

3. A knowledge of when to produce.

The Question of Too Much or Too Littie
Excessive inventories have been responsible for many business set - backs,
both minor and major, and are characteristically present in business depressions
and panics. These conditions, of course, are direct manifestations of poor coordination between production and sales and their prevention by proper attention to the problem as an internal matter can eliminate, at least to some degree,
poor profit showing in slow periods and minor business reverses, and it can
modify abrupt and extreme price drops resulting from large -scale inventory
clearances during periods of retarded sales. An additional danger in having
excessive inventories is that of possible obsolescence. Sizable portions of such
inventories may have a no more profitable future than eventual disposition
to the scrap pile. Pending that, items of inventory are often carried for ex766
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tended periods of time, occupying valuable space and tying up investment dolars which could otherwise be productively applied.
Insufficient inventories work in an opposite direction and often lead to loss
of sales and of profit on such sales. Furthermore, many a good customer has
been lost to competition because of the lack of inventory to process his order
in the least possible time. In short, too much inventory or not enough inventory
are truisms of this problem, and today are especially pertinent and indicate the
need for the utmost attention. They not only warrant closer attention —they
demand it.
The Perfectionist Will Become Discouraged
With an agreement on the need for a more intensive program of inventory
control, what objective should be set? What should be the goal toward which
coordinated effort must reach? A realistic approach to the problem of proper
inventory balance inevitably forces an admission, even from the optimist, that
the perfect inventory can exist only in theory. The vast diversification in many
industries today embraces too many unforeseen contingencies and hazards to
allow for an inventory Utopia. Our inability to reach a perfect condition is unfortunate and can be costly. Nevertherless, if inventories in excess of normal
or standard quantities are maintained in an intelligent manner to meet unexpected and critical contingeniies, such inventories —and their control —are a
definite part of sound stocking practices.
The danger here lies in a defeatist attitude which complains that there is no
point in striving to institute better control through constantly improved methods
and procedures. Quite frequently this takes the form of wholly denying the
existence of benefits from scientific inventory control in principal areas, just
because lesser categories cannot be rigidly controlled. It is obvious that certain
hard -to- control items do exist, but they are usually in the minority and need
not be the "tail that wags the dog." Such items can usually be controlled by
closer surveillance by those best acquainted with them and frequent adjustment,
if necessary, leaving the much greater portion of inventory subject to effective
ordering and control on a pre - planned basis.
Questions and Answers on Control Factors
From an administrative or management viewpoint, what is a proper and
reasonable inventory investment and how is it determined? The word, manage FEBRUARY, 1953
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ment, as used here, should be interpreted to mean, not only those individuals
who formulate overall policies and are usually referred to as "top management," but also those who are responsible for administering such policies. I
have cast what seem to me to be the more pertinent factors and considerations
relative to their importance, in the following dialogue, for emphasis:

Q.Should

inventory investments be related to current or total assets and
control attempted by this method?

A. Generally speaking, when inventory investment reaches a point greater
than thirty -five per cent to forty per cent of total investment, we should
begin to feel concern. This is not always true, as the type of business
and the facilities required will have a bearing on the relationship. However, for the ordinary manufacturing concern having diversified lines of
product, this is a rule -of -thumb measure.
Q. Are inventory levels determined by cash position?

up

A. Naturally inventories are related to cash position and must be closely followed with that in mind or we will wake
to a situation at which we
cannot meet our payables and will have to resort to borrowing, if possible.
Again, it may be sound economy to negotiate loans if the future market
outlook warrants such action.

Q.Should inventories be related to sales billed, for control?
A. Without question, inventories must be related to the volume of business,
commonly known as net sales billed. Inventories have no relationship
with prior volumes of billing but they definitely are related to future
billings. The use of billing volume to determine what inventory to carry
can often cause trouble if the relationship is strictly a historical one
and, unless contemplated sales are pretty much on the same level as past
sales, the measure is of no value whatsoever. A better measure than billing
volume might possibly be the cost of sales or works delivery cost, since
this is much more closely related to the inventory value than net sales.
Q. Shall competition be made a factor in regulating inventory size?
A. Yes—a major factor. It is quite frequently necessary to carry stocks at
many points in the field in order to be able to make prompt deliveries.
This is often because competitors follow the same practice.

Q.What part do available processing facilities play?
A. It is very obvious that facilities play an important part in the size of
the inventory. There are times when work must be performed and inven768
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tories created much in advance of actual requirements because of the
lack of sufficient facilities or, in some instances, the need for specialized
facilities. The creation of inventories in this manner may or may not be
a sound practice. Obviously, if the volume of work demands that additional facilities be provided to meet requirements, such action should be
taken. If, on the other hand, the demand condition is only temporary,
it would be foolhardy to expand facilities. In this case, the creation
of inventories in advance would be a sound policy.
Q. What effect do domestic and world economic conditions have on the
size of inventories?
A. Business conditions offer possibly the most significant criterion for determining the size of the inventory investment. Many corporations have gone
into bankruptcy or have had to take drastic measures because they have
been caught with inventories over and above market demands. The cost
of carrying these inventories over long periods or the necessity of disposing of them at a great sacrifice could well place a corporation in a
position where it might fail as a result of loaded shelves and crowded
storerooms or take years to recover from its plight. This is what happened in 1929 and 1930 at the beginning of the depression of the 1930s
and also later, possibly to a lesser degree, in 1938 when market conditions
were depressed. In the latter instance, recovery was rapid because of war
clouds on the horizon.
Q. Do inventories and productive hours have anything in common?
A. Many industrial concerns have been successful in the control of inventories by relating them to their productive hours. This is particularly
true when the product being manufactured is specialized in nature and
definitely tied in with customers' orders. Raw materials and purchased
parts, if any, should not be brought in or scheduled to be brought in
ahead of the time needed for fabrication or assembly. Relationships based
on history can be developed and, by the application of such ratios, the
amount of the inventory to be carried can be fairly well determined.
Q. What is the relationship of productive workers and productive payroll to
inventions?
A. The applicability of these factors is similar to that of productive hours.
Sometimes the number of productive workers engaged can fairly accurately determine the size of the inventory to be carried. The same is true
of the productive payroll.
FEBRUARY, 1953
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A Common -Sense Inventory Policy Requires Forecasting
Simply and specifically stated, the policy should be to have inventory of the
proper mix, sufficient but not excessive to meet future production and customers'
demands, including amounts to cover normal hazards and contingencies. Inventories maintained within the limits specified in this policy should, for the most
part, be adequate to meet manufacturing, stocking, and shipping schedules and,
at the same time, should meet desirable minimums.
A guiding philosophy for the creation of inventory is found in realization
that it is provided, as noted above, to meet future production and shipping
schedules. A proper inventory should contain only those items which will be
needed to meet bona fide future requirements. Therefore, it is fundamental
that the acquisition or creation of inventory be based, to the greatest extent
possible, on realistic schedules and forecasts. No system or procedure, however well- organized, will produce the desired results unless there is some knowledge, and rather definite knowledge at that, of what the future volume of business will be.
Regardless of how difficult this task may be, it is still essential to have a
better pob of forecasting to get better control. Accurate forecasting is a
prime requisite in the establishment of more definite controls, and the schedule
of future requirements detailed through bills of material dictates accurately and
scientifically the inventory level. Violation of the implications of this truth will
undoubtedly result in embarrassment and confusion. In short, the prime fundamental in determining inventory levels is realistic forecasting.
Making Use of Economic Data

Of necessity, this job requires constant study and analysis of economic conditions, industrial expansion, home building expansion, rural electrification, the
desire for a higher standard of living, research developments, limitation of natural resources, and many other factors. In utilizing certain of these economic
measures, the present outlook is serviceable only if it is related to some period
during which conditions were basic or normal.
For instance, one could select as a base the pre -war period -1936 to 1939 —
which, for the most part, represented a period not affected by radical fluctuations. In this way, results like the following might be obtained for more immediate application to a situation:
The per capita volume of consumer expenditures in 1951 was three times
that of the average of the base period 1936 -1939. Consumer prices were
around 1867o' of this base period level and population about 120/0. The
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real consumer expenditures in 1951 were thus about 160% of the average
base level and the per capita real expenditures about 147%. For non durables, such as food, beverages, tobacco, clothing, etc., real expenditures
were about 136% of the average base period level. Expenditures for durable goods in 1951 were higher than for nondurables, at approximately
165% of the average base period level.
Certain definite developments seem to be reasonably certain. The change in
population over the next decade will play an important part in consumer demand. For instance, the population of the United States in 1962 is prospected
to be about 174 million, compared with 157 million at present. Government
buying will continue to have a very great influence on economic conditions. In
the twelve months ending June 1953, Federal, state and local Governments are
expected to spend nearly $105 billion or 371/2% of the national income. This
means an average of $660 per person during this period. The Government's
primary military goals also have an effect on industrial productivity.
All of these things, with many other economic factors, must be taken into
consideration in predictions.
Effective Watchfulness on the Part of Management
An extremely important concern of modern management is to know whether
or not inventories are under reasonably good control. It certainly would be a
help if a plant manager could sit in his office and turn the inventory "spigot"
on and off at will. This would indeed be "management control of inventories."
Unfortunately, this problem is not so easily solved.
The creation of inventories must be based on the schedule of future requirements, detailed through bills of material. It is a known fact that approximately
twenty per cent of the items involved represent eighty per cent of the inventory
investment for most industrial concerns. It would seem that there is no reason
why the major part of the inventory requirement should not be ordered on a
planned and scheduled basis, i.e., based on actual requirements in line with specific orders on hand or scheduled production for stock items.
Assuming that this large portion of inventories could be controlled through
proper planning and scheduling, one could then safely base control of small value items on pact activity or laws of probability. In the latter instance, formulae can be developed which an amateur could apply. These formulae can be
established to include any degree of protection desired by management and, in
addition, provide a means of ordering the most economical quantities. If conditions warrant, the formulae can be changed frequently.
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Economic Lot - Size and
Inventory Control
by W. VAN ALAN CLARK, JR. and WILLIAM E. RITCHIE
Assistant Professors of Industrial Management,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

There are setup (and other one -time order costs) on one hand and
storage costs on the other to consider in determining the most economical run for individual products or product classes. Though these
may be subordinated in management's mind to directly discerned
rules -of -thumb for protection against the perils of excess or deficient
inventories, the Iwo sett of considerations form a related problem.
The authors of this article apply economic lot ordering on a simplified
basis to inventory control in several possible situations of a company
manufacturing variety products for stock.

sometimes so interesting that
T they tend to obscure the equally importantareproblems
of controlling these
HE

PROBLEMS

OF

VALUING INVENTORIES

inventories. Inventory control, by which we mean control of the size of inventories and the regulation of replacement orders, is a real problem in many
industrial situations.
It is particularly difficult in firms which maintain a large and varied inventory of finished goods. With the present interest in operations analysis again
focusing attention on some of the quantitative aspects of industrial management,
it seems worthwhile to review some of the factors involved in the planning and
control of this type of inventory.
Production for Stock; Common Use of "Blanket" Re -order Formula
Our interest in this article will center on a company producing a large
assortment of products for stock. The firm might be any one of hundreds
which devote less than a third of their manufacturing capacity to special orders,
maintain a full -line stock, and encourage their dealer organizations to do the
same. The products in question might be hardware items, electrical or plumbing supplies, industrial fittings, fasteners, power transmission components,
automotive spare parts, paper products, and so on. The essential features are
that the inventory is large and varied, the unit value of most of the items not
too high, and that reasonable service is required to maintain dealer or customer goodwill.
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The general pattern of order filling in these situations runs somewhat as
follows. A customer orders some items from a dealer. The dealer fills the
order and his stock is reduced. Eventually customer orders lower the dealer's
stock to the point at which he reorders from the factory. At the plant warehouse, this order is usually posted to some type of inventory card and the item
is shipped. The plant inventory, in turn, will finally drop to the point where
additional production is required to replenish it. Anywhere from one to six
months may elapse before the quantity specified on a production order is completed and delivered to stock. The entire interval between customers' orders
and eventual replenishment of factory stock will, therefore, range from two
to nine months.
Some sort of "ground rules" are frequently established to govern initiation of stock production orders. These rules attempt to set a course which
avoids the twin reefs in inadequate and excessive inventories. In our example,
the control framework was built around the rule that, when the stock balance
dropped to four months' supply, a clerk automatically placed an order equal
to three months' usage of the item in question. With a manufacturing lead
time of three months, this meant that stock levels should never drop below
one month's supply. Inventory turnover would be 4.8 times per year -12
months divided by the minimum stock of 1 month plus 11 /2 months, the average
of the three months' supply. This works out as follows:
12
-

-4.8
2.5

In companies of this type, it is common for inventory control personnel to
initiate production orders through some such simple formula.
But Sales Do Fluctuate and Products Move at Differing Rates
The answer to the question, "What happens in a situation like this ?" depends
on two things: first, the periods used in defining "X months' supply" or
"Y months' usage" and, second, the sales activity of the different items in the
line.
In considering the first point, we must accept as axiomatic that sales will
almost always be rising or falling. Certainly steady sales are uncommon.
Therefore, if the periods used are past periods, production order sizes and inventory levels will inevitably be wrong. If sales are rising, production orders
based on past or current usage will be too small and finished inventories will
sink to dangerously low levels. If sales are falling, the process of ordering
through hindsight will produce inventories which are too large.
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EXHIBIT 1

In regard to the second point, order quantities based on a flat number of
months' supply cannot produce economic production orders across an entire
product line. For slow- moving items, production orders will be too small and
set -up charges will be excessive. Among the fast - moving items orders will tend
to be larger than necessary and inventories too high.
There are at least two approaches to the problem of improving inventory
control in these situations. One approach involves a study of the method by
which order quantities are determined. The other is concerned with the
organization for control and the sources of control data.
Lot Cost Studies and Underlying Assumptions
Economic lot studies are useful in determining order quantities. Calculations of economic lots involve many assumptions and the accuracy of the results
is entirely dependent on the validity of these assumptions. Here are four principal ones:
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I. It is usually assumed that storage costs
are truly variable both as to space and
to time. This means that the firm should
have no idle floor space or funds and
that the incremental cost of more spare
floor space or more working capital is
fairly constant over a wide range.
2. Another common assumption is that manufacturing techniques remain the same,

no matter what the lot size throughout
the range of lot sizes studied.
3. In much the same way, it is assumed that
costs are not reduced in larger lots because of an increase in operator skill.
4. Further simplification is also introduced
in that withdrawals from inventory are
commonly assumed to be on a straight line basis.

Elaborate mathematical techniques make it possible to use more sophisticated
assumptions, but it shall not be forgotten that assumptions must be made.
Mathematically precise answers should not cloud the fact that they are no
better than the assumptions used in arriving at them.
The Norton formula,' one of the most widely used economic lot formulae,
through the assumption of straight -line use, adds the sum of charges created
by storage (straight line) to the charges created by set -up costs (rectangular
hyperbole) and differentiates the total to get a minimum charge. A rectangular hyperbole and a straight line through the origin intersect at a point where
their slopes are equal and opposite. The lowest point of the total cost curve is
over the intersection. This is reflected in the common rule of thumb to the
effect that storage cost per piece and set -up cost per piece should be about
equal for economic manufacture. Exhibit 1 illustrates this relationship.
If we were to undertake an economic lot study of the several thousand items
in the line of the firm whose "ground rules" were mentioned above and were
to plot order size in months against the activity of each item, we would get a
curve resembling that in Exhibit 2 . The dotted line shows the situation when
a flat three months' supply is ordered.
1. Q =
Wh e re K

S
K
j' ( 1 3 + 1 ) C2 +N2UA ( I — U ) l
P)

=1

J

And the symbols used mean:
Q = The lot size
S = T o t a l preparation cost per lot (dolla rs), including cost of preparing ma nu facturing orders, cost of setting up machines, and any other similar costs
which are independent of the number of pieces in the lot
P = Pieces made per day
U = Pieces used per day
N = Days worked per year
C = Material, direct labor and overhead per piece (dollars)
A = Cost of storing one piece for one year (dollars)
B = Taxes, insurance, etc., per cent per year on inventory
I = Desired return on capital, per cent per year
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EXHIBIT 2

A "Family" of Lot Size Cost Curves for Differing Price Classes
Useful though lot studies may be, it is necessary to find a procedure which
approaches by an easier route the ideal of rational production orders. The expense of a separate lot study for each individual item each time it is ordered
is impossible to justify. Except in situations where the factors applied are
very stable, calculations cannot be made once and relied upon indefinitely.
For a fairly homogeneous product line, many of the factors entering the
lot -size formula can be simplified. On many items storage costs per piece per
year vary closely with the cost of the piece. The radical which relates usage
per day to production rate might be given several values corresponding to volume steps over the range considered. The same thing can be done for set -up
charges on the assumption that different classes of machinery are used at
different levels of volume. In companies operating near capacity with working
capital at a premium, the interest charge on the firm's inventory may be set as
high as fifteen per cent. This tends to make the formula quite sensitive to the
price of the item. In the example discussed above, it was found necessary, because of the range in price of the items from twenty cents to five dollars, to
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EHIBIT 3

construct a series of graphs, each reflecting a different item manufacturing cost.
Exhibit 3 shows the family of curves developed using the assumptions we have
mentioned. Exhibit 4 shows the way in which these curves might be reduced to
months -to -order for items of different value ranges over different item activities.
It is perfectly feasible to construct nomography for use with economic lot
formulae. However, these usually involve "pre - calculation" of some of the
relationships entering into the formula and effect but a minor saving in computation time. With product lines involving several thousand items, the use
of nomographs is likely to be too complicated for routine control purposes.
A rough family of curves can supply a sufficiently precise answer for most
situations.
Applying Sim plified Econom ic Lot Ordering
It seems appropriate at this point to raise the question of the effect of such
a program of economic lot ordering upon a firm's inventories, upon its production quantities, upon its costs, and upon its base stock. As far as our example is concerned, we can see that the three months' order (shown as a dotted
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line across Exhibit 4) is much too small for slow- moving items. If a company's product line is weighted in the direction of slow- moving items, inventories will have to rise. We also note that for fast - moving items, order quantiti es sh o u l d b e l o we r t h a n t h e t h r e e m o n t h s' r e q u i r e m e n t , p e r h a p s a s l o w a s o n e

month. The effect of this simplified economic lot ordering, then, depends on
the number of the firm's products in different activity ranges. Let us make
three assumptions as to how this relationship might exist, and discuss the effects
on our "typical firm."
Condition Number 1— Suppose the average annual sales volume per item
is around 5,000. Let this suggest a product line under rather good control in
which really slow- moving items are periodically removed from the stock list and
where there are not many really fast - moving items. If this were the case, the
advantage of adopting the economic lot ordering proposal would be slight. In
this particular instance, the three months' order quantity is a good one in the
5,000 per year range. There would be a few less setups at the low end of
the range and a few more setups at the high end of the range.
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Condition Number 2 —Now assume that most of the firm's items sell in high
volume, with the majority moving at a rate well over our arbitrary midpoint of
5,000 per year. Under these conditions, the economic lot size ordering plan
would reduce manufacturing costs through more economic runs but would also
reduce shop capacity by requiring more setup time. Under current conditions, a
firm seeking capacity output might find it desirable to put up with the cost
disadvantage of longer than economic runs in order to maintain total output.
It should also be pointed out, however, that during periods of increasing
production, reduction of order size would make it possible to achieve a more
consistent overall inventory level with fewer back orders, while production is
being built up to meet demand. It would also be possible to free some working
capital for the purchase of more equipment.
Condition Number 3— Whenever there is a sales situation demanding a wide
variety of stock items, it is not unusual to find that about one - fourth of the
items account for about three- fourths of the sales and that three- fourths of the
items bring in not more than one - fourth of the sales. This may stem from the
commercial requirement for a full line or from the demand for spare parts to
service past sales.
If this is the situation, the results of adopting a procedure of economic lot
ordering rather than a single rule for all products, may be profound. There
will be fewer shop setups for the low volume items. These will be produced
more cheaply and considerable production capacity will be released because of
the reduced setup time. Increased setups for the high volume items will only
partially offset this gain, as there are more low- activity than high - activity items.
Unit costs will be reduced.
Average inventory levels of low- activity items will rise, but this increase is
an economic one, since the specified interest is being earned. It is quite possible
that total inventory will not increase at all. A fifteen to twenty per cent reduction
in the inventory of fast - moving items could more than offset an increase of
one hundred per cent in the inventory of slow- moving items, since the quantities
involved in the slow- moving items would be so much smaller. Determination
of the exact effect would require precise knowledge of the activity-to -item relationships within the firm's product line.
Distinguishing Between Turnover and Protection Concepts
It is important to note the difference between inventory turnover and the
protection which inventories afford the company against uneven sales. If a one
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month's supply at the base for the inventory replacement cycle is acceptable,
the inventory of items at the high end of the activity range can be reduced
safely. Thus this will greatly increase inventory turnover without decreasing
the amount of protection. Contrariwise, there might not be any increase in
the protection afforded by the inventory of slow- moving items, although the
order size would probably be increased and turnover would decrease. The
amount of protection an inventory can provide is determined by the lower limit
it reaches at the base of its replacement cycles. Turnover tells us something of
the average quantities. Turnover is sometimes confused with protection afforded
and it is obvious, from the standpoint of control, that it should not be.
Getting Usage and Stock Figures on Which to Base Control

Up to this point we have given little attention to the problem of when to
order and have tacitly assumed that reliable figures on usage were available to
inventory control personnel. Effective control demands satisfactory performance
in these areas, too, but here the problem is largely one of establishing a control
organization and control procedures which will guarantee adequate data.
Inventory control must always depend on records of past performance. However, when control rests entirely on historical data, the firm is inevitably in the
position of "backing into the future." Sales data which are several months old
are not as useful as current information —even current sales figures, depending
on the length of the manufacturing lead time, may not be reliable guides to
future usage.
It was stated earlier that the complete cycle of customers' orders, dealers'
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orders, production orders and eventual replenishment of factory stocks may
extend over many months. Yet the point of primary interest to inventory
control personnel is not an item's past sales volume but the rate at which the
quantity specified on a current production order will be withdrawn when it
finally reaches the stockroom some time in the future. There is no way in
which a decision on this matter can be avoided, although it can be unconscious
and merely implied. The problem of adequate control data really breaks into
two steps: the need for up -to -date figures on sales and dealers' inventories and
the necessity for an estimate of future sales.
Up -to -date sales and inventory figures are surprisingly hard to obtain in
some companies. Sales at the point of consumption are often made by independent dealers located miles from the firm. A layer of jobbers or wholesalers
may be interposed between the manufacturing and final distributing operations.
Sales organizations may be more inclined toward promotion than toward collecting and reporting information.
Nevertheless, the data can be supplied. For example, one company requires
that every dealer order for an item indicate sales since the last order and current inventory. Other firms rely on reports from the field at frequent intervals,
prepared either by the dealers or by company representatives. Any such moves
in the direction of better information are worthwhile. The weather man, worrying about his forecast, can at least note today's weather by looking out the
window. Although "looking out the window" at today's "sales weather" is not
so simple, it is equally important.
Useful estimates of future sales are even more difficult to obtain than current
sales data. Sales departments without experience in this area characteristically
balk at making estimates. Nevertheless, the line sales organization, properly
trained and properly impressed with management's continuing interest in the
work, is the best source of these estimates, in the long run. Even though many
of the estimates prove inaccurate, they are invaluable guides to effective inventory control, if they are revised at frequent intervals. As an example, Exhibit 5
outlines one company's procedure. While the exact steps are unimportant, these
do illustrate the idea of overlapping estimates of future sales, checked continually against current trends.
The adjustment of a manufacturing firm's inventories and production to sales
has often been compared to a servo - mechanism following its input signal.
Where the "follow -up" is loose and where the error must attain major proportions before corrective action takes place, the resulting reaction is likely to be
too great, with an overrun in the opposite direction and the use of greater
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energies than are necessary or demanded by the actual input situation. Medical
people tell us that one of the symptoms of Parkinson's Disease is this delayed
reaction with subsequent over - reaction. It is only by improving our forecasting
procedures and translating these data into rational production quantities and
logical amounts of inventory that the oscillations of manufacturing around demand can be reduced to a point at which the adjustment is satisfactory.
Some Generalizations
By way of closing, some summary generalizations might be made about inventory control in this type of wide - variety stock manufacture. Five points may be
stated as follows:
I. It is a natural area for the use of economic lot calculations and these calculations can have validity if the proper
assumptions about variability of cost,
lack of marginal cost situations, and
straight -line use of the product can be
assumed.
2. Measures to simplify economic lot calculations so that they are practical for
use by clerical personnel in the many
lot decisions which must be made, are
probably worth the effort.
3. Turnover should not be confused with
size of minimum or base stock. Turnover
is the important measure for financial
and working capital control, whereas
base stock is the significant figure from
the standpoint of the usefulness of the
inventory and the amount of protection
it gives.
4. A program of ordering economic quantities instead of flat quantities across the
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activity /item range will have varying effects on different companies, depending
on the actual configuration of this relationship. In many situations, economic
order quantities can reduce the inventories of fast - moving items enough to
permit sizable increases in the inventories
of the slow- moving items, with corresponding increases in shop capacity, decrease of manufacturing costs, and no
increase in total inventories.
5. Inventory control, which operates solely
on the basis of past sales as reflected
in the reduction of factory stocks, is
likely to produce a violently oscillating
production pattern. The issuance of manufacturing orders on the basis of current
sales information is likely to be a major
improvement in situations such as this.
The introduction of an element of forecasting into the situation is the most
desirable step and one which most firms
these days cannot afford to ignore.
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Product Group Profit Reporting for
Materials Wholesalers
by WILLIAM A. LEWIS
Controller, Building Material Division, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pennsylvania

This article i t built around a form of "major line" operating statement as a medium through which a wholesaler of building materials
may be able to keep track on a sound basis of the profit contribution
of the principal sections of his business. Recommended among techniques for preparing the statement is the segregation, for each line,
of direct shipments from manufacturers to customers and shipments
out of the wholesaler's warehouse, to account for product profit variations related to change in proportion between the two types of shipments.

our building materials wholesalers
A showed that, in a large number of cases,of the
wholesalers' accounting system
STUDY O F A REPRESE NTATIVE GROU P

was designed to provide only just enough information at the end of each accounting period, for tax purposes and the determination of net profit as a basis for
dividend distribution. The accounting records did not provide sufficient detail
to enable the management to control effectively warehousing and distribution
costs, nor did they furnish any clues as to the cost of handling the various lines
of products. The primary need of the managements of these businesses is operating statements with sufficient detail to provide this information each month.
Every manager of such a business is frequently called upon to make decisions
involving day to day operations and to frame long -term plans which have an
effect on the over -all profitability of the business. The ever - present problem of
adequate warehousing space to permit more economical buying, more modern
methods of handling stock such as palletizing and the use of lift trucks, the
economics of a good delivery system, etc. are examples. In most cases, in the
absence of sufficient cost information, these decisions are made with only a rough
rule -of -thumb estimate, so far as they involve cost factors in the wholesaling of
any particular product. Customarily, this rule -of -thumb estimate is based on the
wholesaler's gross margin on the line, or his discount.
Such estimates are frequently inaccurate because they assume that the cost of
wholesaling each of these product lines is roughly the same. Our cost analyses
have demonstrated that this is not the case in most instances. Cost of selling,
warehousing, and handling the various building materials differ so much that,
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PROFIT AND LOSS BY MAJOR LINES
LINE A
WAREHOUSE
DIRECT

GROSS SALES

ALess — Returns and Allowances ....... ............................... .................... ....................
B
—Cash Discounts Allowed on Sales ...................... .................... ....................
NET SALES
COST OF GOODS SOLD
GROSS MARGIN
SELLING EXPENSE:
A Salesmen's Compensation ............... ...............................
BSalesmen's Travel and Entertainment ............................
CAdvertising and Catalogs ............... ...............................
DO ther Selling Expenses ................... ...............................
Total Selling Expense ................... ...............................

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

...................
.....
_..
....................
....................
....................

WAREHOUSE EXPENSE:
AW arehouse Wages ........................... ...............................
BW arehouse Rent ............................... ...............................
CInventory Insurance ......................... ...............................
D Miscellaneous Warehouse Expenses ............................
Total Warehouse Expense ............. ...............................

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

DELIVERY EXPENSE:
AW ages ............................................... ............................... .................... ....................
BTruck Expense ..................................... ............................... .................... ....................
Total Delivery Expense ................. ............................... .................... ....................
SHOP EXPENSE:
AShop Wages ................ ............... ..._ .......... ............. ,.......
BShop Rent ........................................... ...............................
C Depreciation and Maintenance of Shop Equipment ....
D Supplies
.............................................
TotalShop
Expense ....................... ...............................
...............................
ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL EXPENSE:
A Officers' Salaries ............................... ...............................
BOffice Salaries and Wages ............. ...............................
COf fice Supplies ................................. ...............................
DTelephone and Telegraph ............... ...............................
EOffice Rent ......................................... ...............................
FHeat, Light, and Power ................... ...............................
G Depreciation of Office Furniture and Fixtures ............
H Payroll Taxes ..................................... ...............................
Miscellaneous ..................................... ...............................
Total Administrafive and General Expense ..............

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

................
....................
....................
....................
....................

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

....................
....................
....................
...................

...................
....................
....................
....................
.................... ...................

OTHER INCOME ..................................... ............................... .................... ...................
OTHER EXPENSE ..................................... ............................... .................... ....................
NET PROFIT BEFORE FEDERAL INCOME TAX .................. .................... ................ ..
Less — Provision for Federal Income Tax .................. .................... ................
FINALNET PROFIT ......... ........................ ............................... .................... ................
% to Net Sales ............................. ...............................
.................... ....................
EXHIBIT 1
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in some instances, the product on which a wholesaler gets the widest margin
will prove to be the least profitable one in his line because of specific cost factors
involved in handling the particular product.
Underlying Detail Needed; Makeup of Product Lines
The only way that a wholesale manager can be sure of the facts on which lie
bases his management decisions is to develop a method of computing profit or
loss for each of the major lines carried by his company. The preparation of
such information requires accounting detail which shows:
I. Gross and net income by product line.
2. Operating expenses by function.

(For example, instead of having one
payroll item in the statement, wages and
salaries should be broken down separately for the warehouse, office, delivery,
and any other activities not directly related to wholesaling. Salesmen's salaries
or commission and executives' salaries
should also be kept separately.)

3. Sufficient detail to permit the charging
of all expense items to product lines,
either directly or by allocating a proportion of a total expense item on a logical
basis to each of the major lines carried.
(For example, the cost of maintaining
the warehouse building, itself, should be
charged to each line, according to the
proportionate amount of the warehouse
space occupied by the inventory of that
product.)

The introduction of this detail into the accounting records should be directed
toward the preparation of an operating statement by major lines, as shown in
Exhibit 1 . An even more detailed breakdown of cost could be incorporated into
this report, using the method described here. However, this report, as shown,
is the minimum breakdown suggested for a typical building materials wholesaler. The statement should be prepared on a monthly basis to render the information sufficiently current to enable the manager to act on it promptly, rather
than after the statement has become merely a report on past history.
The first step in developing this information is for the manager to segregate
products handled into the major lines for which he wants profit and loss statements developed. There is no hard - and -fast rule for the determination of how
these groupings should be made or how many of them there should be for any
individual wholesale company. Since the information is being developed as a
basis for the management of the business, the cost accountant should work
closely with the manager in determining product groupings.
We recommend that the major line groupings be made up of the principal
types of commodities handled by the wholesale company, with a line of materials
secured from each major supplier considered as a separate line for this operating
statement. For example, a wholesale firm handling plywood, roofing, steel
specialties, and fiberboard products might consider each of these to be a separate
major line for the purposes of this report, with perhaps a miscellaneous category
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to cover all other items which do not logically fit in any of these major groupings.
A finer breakdown of any of the groupings could be made. Generally, however, the profit and loss statement for each of these major lines will point out
the areas for management's attention, so that special studies of costs and income
factors can then be made, if necessary, on a specific basis for the finer subdivisions of the product group. Depending on the nature of the business, it may be
desirable to prepare the profit and loss statement showing separately, under each
line of products, warehouse shipments and direct mill shipments.
Sales and Sales Deductions
The following paragraphs set forth recommended procedures for setting up
an operating statement for major lines, on the pattern of Exhibit 1. Included are
definitions of the charges to be recorded under each account heading, together
with recommended methods of allocating income and expense items to major
lines. Care should be used in developing the proper basis for distributing these
costs. The accuracy and usefulness of the major line operating statements will
depend almost entirely on the accuracy of the cost allocation. Using the methods
described here, these costs can be charged to lines with a reasonable degree of
accuracy. Once the basis has been set up, it can be used without change to
allocate costs, except for an annual periodic review or when some factor of the
business changes, such as the deletion or addition of one of the major lines.
Gross sales is the total amount of invoices to customers before deducting cash
discount, returns, or allowances. In summarizing the invoices to determine total
sales, a simple method of classifying sales by major lines and by types of sales
(warehouse or direct mill shipment) should be used at the time the invoice is
typed. The simplest method would be the application of a three -digit code. The
first digit to indicate the type of shipment and the last two digits to identify
the line of product. To reduce the peak of work at the end of the accounting
period these sales summaries can be prepared daily or weekly.
The segregation of direct and warehouse shipments for each line, as called for
by the statement, will provide, not only an accurate basis for allocating certain
expense items, but will provide also a basis for the proper analysis of the profit
and loss statement by major lines handled. The gross margin of each major line
will vary from period to period. One factor which will influence that variation
is the changing proportion of sales which are made from the warehouse as compared to direct mill shipments. If this proportion cannot be determined for each
major line, then it will not be possible to account properly for variations in the
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gross margin as they occur. Generally speaking, the gross margin will be lower
if the proportion of direct mill shipments increases, and vice versa.
Returns and allowances consist of merchandise returned by customers for
credit, allowances made on material not returned, and all freight allowances
granted. Credits for returned materials and adjustments occur infrequently
enough, so that they can readily be assigned to major lines at the end of the
period by summarization of the credits issued. Freight allowed should be distributed to major lines and summarized when the invoices are summarized for
gross sales. Since freight allowed is shown on the invoice as a total for all
products, the item distribution should be made on the face of the invoice and in
proportion to sales dollars.
Unless the amount of cash discount allowed to customers for prompt payment
of bills varies, it can be distributed to the major lines in the same proportion
as the dollar volume of gross sales. If it does vary, gross sales as a distribution
basis should be weighted in accordance with the terms of sale.
Product Line Allocation of Cost of Goods Sold
The cost of goods sold for each major line can be determined by one of three
methods:
I. By determining the total quantity of material sold in each line from the perpetual inventory records and costing this
amount of material according to the
average inventory value of each item.
Cost of goods sold for direct mill shipments can, of course, be taken directly
from the purchase invoice of the supplier.
2. If perpetual inventory records are not
kept, the cost of goods sold may be
determined by major lines from the purchase records and physical inventories at
the close of each period. This requires

either separate purchase accounts on the
books for each product line or a subsidiary record to which postings are made
as the invoices are received. The cost of
goods sold for each line will then be determined by adding the opening inventory to purchases and deducting the
closing inventory.
3. By determining the purchase cost of the
material on each sale and applying that
cost to each file copy of the customer's
invoice. Cost is then summarized along
with the summarization of gross sales.

Selling Expense Allocation
Salesmen's earnings include their salaries, commissions and bonuses and
also includes part of executive compensation, proportionate to effort expended
on selling or sales management. If a straight commission is paid to salesmen,
then the amount of commission applicable to each major line can easily be
determined at the same time that the commission payments are computed. If
salesmen are on salary, the amount of time expended by each salesman on the
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major lines should be determined carefully annually or when major changes
occur. This must be on the basis of an estimate, but it is possible to obtain a
reasonably accurate analysis.
Salesmen should be asked to estimate the percentage of their time spent on
each major line. These estimates should then be checked and revised as required
by management after individual discussion with each salesman. Discussions of
this type have the advantage of enabling the management to direct the salesmen's
efforts to lines which the management feels merit additional attention. This
method should likewise be used in allocating to major lines the portion of
executive salaries which should be charged as selling expense.
Since salesmen's compensation is one of the largest single items of wholesaling expense, the proper distribution of this cost to major lines is essential.
There is always a temptation to allocate sales expense on the basis of dollar
volume of major lines sold, but this method of allocation is unrealistic and does
not give a true picture of the relative profitability of the various lines handled.
Salesmen's travel and other expenses are allocated on the ratios used for
salaries. Thus, if twenty per cent of an individual salesman's salary is allocated
to a line, twenty per cent of his expense will also be allocated to it.
Advertising and catalog expenditures incurred directly for major lines should
be so distributed. For instance, expenditures for catalogs can be distributed to
major lines by counting the number of pages devoted to each line. Specific
advertising for a particular line or lines, such as a spot on a radio or television
program, should be charged directly to the product or products involved.
Advertising expenses incurred for the benefit of the whole business should be
charged to major lines in proportion to total dollar sales volume.
Other selling expenses are allocated in the same manner as advertising, i.e.,
direct to major lines when possible, otherwise in proportion to sales dollars.
Warehouse Expense Distribution to Major Lines
Warehouse wages are an important item of warehousing cost and must be
allocated accurately to obtain a realistic picture of warehouse cost for each major
line. This cost should be divided in accordance with time actually spent on each
major line by the warehouse crew. It is not practical to attempt to keep a daily
record of time spent on each line, but this information can be obtained from
estimates supplied by the warehouse personnel. As in the case of salesmen, the
warehouse foreman should be able to determine what distribution of warehouse
labor should be made, on the basis of an estimate. This can be checked against
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actual experience during the next thirty to sixty days. If this procedure is followed, it should give a reasonably accurate basis for allocating time spent in the
warehouse on each major line. If warehouse personnel also spend time in the
shop or on some other function not directly related to warehousing, an appropriate portion of their wages should be allocated to these other expense categories
and should be estimated in the same manner.
If buildings are rented, it is a simple matter to charge the proportionate share
of the rent bill to the warehouse, shop, or office, on the basis of the square feet
occupied by each operation. If the buildings are owned, then such building costs
as depreciation, insurance and taxes and other expenses incidental to the upkeep
of the buildings should be recorded against the warehouse operation and the total
warehouse cost distributed to major lines on the basis of the proportionate
amount of space occupied in the warehouse by each. The average amount of
space occupied by line can be estimated on an annual basis.
The cost of inventory insurance is distributable in the same proportion as the
average dollar value of the inventory of each major line. The average inventory
value can be estimated from the previous year's experience or figured on a
monthly basis as the operating report is drawn up.
Other warehouse expenses are normally minor and can be distributed on the
basis of the dollar volume of sales from the warehouse of each major line. If
heavy expenditures are required for packaging materials for certain products,
these charges should be applied directly to the appropriate line.
Obtaining Delivery and Shop Expenses by Lines
The best basis for allocating delivery expenses to lines is on the weight of
the products delivered. However, our study showed that wholesalers do not, as
a rule, compile these figures. Wilhout this information, the next best procedure
is to charge delivery expenses against major lines according to the dollar volume
of the sales of each line delivered from the warehouse. If the delivery expense is
incurred by the wholesaler's own trucking facilities, then the cost of those facilities should be distributed on the same basis, including the wages of men occupied
in delivering materials, whether on a full -time or part -time basis.
If milling work, glazing, fabrication, etc. are done in the wholesaler's own
shop, the dollar cost compiled for this should include wages paid to shop employees or the correct proportion of the wages of general employees who devote
a part of their time to performing these functions. It should also include the
rent paid for shop space or a share of depreciation, insurance, taxes, and other
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expenses incidental to the upkeep of that portion of the building, if it is owned.
Depreciation and maintenance of shop equipment should also be included. Shop
expenses are usually chargeable to one major line and allocation is not necessary.
Administrative and General Expenses; Other Income and Expense
All of the following administrative and general expense items should be
charged to major lines in the direct ratio of the dollar volume of sales of each
line:
I. Officers' salaries.
2. Office salaries and wages — Salaries,
wages, and bonuses paid to office personnel.
3. Office supplies — Stationery, typewriters,
supplies, postage, record forms, etc.
4. Telephone and telegraph expense.
5. Office rent —Rent for the share of the
building used for general offices, or the
corresponding portion of the expense of

owning buildings. This would include a
share of overall depreciation, insurance,
taxes, and other upkeep expenses.
6. Heat, light, and power.
7. Depreciation of office furniture and fix fures.
8. Miscellaneous —All other taxes and insurance not charged above, legal expenses, subscriptions, association dues,
travel expenses other than those of salesman, donations, etc.

Payroll taxes applicable to salary and hourly payroll, including social security
and unemployment taxes (state and Federal), workmen's compensation, etc.,
should be distributed to major lines on the same basis as the salary and wages
to which the taxes apply.
The items making up other income should be analyzed at the end of the period
and allocated directly to major lines if practical. Otherwise they should be
distributed in accordance with the proportion of net sales volume for each line.
Other expenses should be distributed in the same manner.
Helpful and Attainable Objectives
Although this paper has dealt with the wholesaling of building materials
products, the same problems undoubtedly exist in all types of wholesaling. As a
result of our study, previously mentioned, in the building materials field, it was
apparent that a small expenditure in a simple cost accounting system would pay
dividends to wholesale management. To have a clear understanding of the
profitability of each line handled would be invaluable in the proper direction of
sales effort. Also the regular reporting of operating expenses in detail would
permit the management to view these expenses in the proper perspective and to
exercise more effective control. These are objectives of industrial accounting in
all lines and would seem to have no less relevance to wholesalers than to management in industries in which cost accounting has had fuller development.
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THE

WORKSHOP

A Frontal Attack on the Scrap Accounting Problem
by JOHN G. BARRETT
Cost Accountant, Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn.

A procedure is described in this paper, which governs the assembly
of information on scrap originating in, respectively, defective workmanship and imperfect materials received from vendors, and as a
result of normal processing. Book entries are also described, as well
as the media through which scrap performance is appraised.

the
N past decade, the metal during
fabricating
OT ONCE BUT TWICE

system of reporting waste and spoilage
would make it possible for management to focus its attention on inefficient operations and wasteful practice.
With such a goal in mind, our cost
accounting department accepted its
part of the program and set out to
develop a procedure to account for
and control the volume of scrap in
every phase of the production cycle.
The following paragraphs outline the
final procedure which was established
and put into operation in our plant.

industries were hit hard by government restrictions and controls in the
use of critical materials. When you
add to these restrictive controls the
effect upon production of strikes in
the mining, converting and transportation fields, the magnitude of the
problem of conservation which had
to be solved by management, is readily
appreciated. In an effort to maintain
quality and quantity production at the
pay -off level, management had to
Three Kinds of Scrap
spread responsibility for conservation
Scrap is defined as any material not
"across the board." The program
usable
in the manufacturing process
called for the close co- ordination of
in
its
present
state, whether or not it
engineering, production, purchasing
has salvage value. Since the term
and accounting efforts, in an attempt
scrap, as used, is so all- inclusive, it
to meld the most efficient methods
has been subdivided into the followand procedures into an overall plan
ing three classifications.
of action.
It was apparent that the cost ac- '. Defective work and material.
2. Defective material returnable for credit.
countant who provided an adequate 3. Generated or process scrap.
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A separate procedure was set up for
each of the foregoing classifications.
Defective Work and M aterial

This classification of scrap includes
all material rejected while in process
as a result of faulty workmanship or
mechanical failures. This form of
scrap is watched very closely and reflects on the efficiency of manufacturing supervisors. Although a certain
amount of spoiled work is expected
in every manufacturing enterprise, it
must, nevertheless, be pointed up and
controlled. Poor workmanship is not
necessarily limited to the fabrication
or assembly of products. It can also
be the result of improper handling
and storage. Mechanical failures can
be the result of using the wrong
equipment rather than machine breakdowns or misalignment.
By accumulating spoilage cost by
categories, as under the procedures we
devised, it is possible to investigate
into the reasons why work was spoiled
and to correct or at least alleviate the
condition. In order to obtain the desired information, the following reporting form was designed to supply
the accounting department with the
basic facts on defective work and
material. This "scrap ticket" incorporates the following features:
I. Part number and description.
2. Kind of material.
3. Quantity (feet — pounds — pieces and
other).
4. Last operation completed (number
and description).
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.

14.

Cause of rejection.
Foreman's signature.
Inventory account by product.
Department to be charged with scrap.
Reference to purchase order number
and /or receiving slip number.
Disposition— either scrap, accept as is,
reassemble, re -work, return to vendor,
charge vendor —no return.
Deliver to (for physical disposition).
Inspector's signature.
A block for accounting purposes showing cost of material, labor, overhead
and total cost.
Salvage value and net loss.

The "ticket" is a six -part form with
carbon inserts and is serially numbered. The last copy has a coupon
attached with a perforated tear -off
line. This coupon bears the serial
number of the form and allows for
the signature of the person who receives the material for final disposition.
The first two copies are gummed together. The reason for this is that
it was decided that it would be good
practice to inform the foreman of the
department involved exactly how
much defective material was being
charged to his operations by other
departments. We felt that this would
create a healthy condition of intraplant
rivalry and would at least result in
obtaining proper charges. The two
copies are sent directly to the accounting department for evaluation immediately upon completion. The second
copy is for the department responsible
for the spoilage but remains attached
to the first (accounting) copy temporarily. When the scrap ticket has been
N.A.C.A. BULLET /N

priced and extended, the second copy
is removed and sent to the foreman
of the department for his information
and action.
The third copy is sent to the production control department, so that
perpetual inventory records can be relieved for items spoiled and no longer
in process. The fourth copy is sent
to the inspection department for its
information. It is used for quality
control purposes. The fifth copy is
retained by the originating department. The sixth copy is kept with
the material for identification until
final disposition is made. This is a
"hard copy" in order to withstand
normal abuse and wear. The coupon
attached to this hard copy is removed
by the person (usually the salvage
foreman) who will make final disposition and is sent to the accounting
department to be recorded.
The accounting department has
complete control of the issuance of
these forms. They are released in sets
upon the request of the various manufacturing departments. When such
an issuance is made, it is posted to a
record which shows, by serial number,
the forms issued to each department.
When the coupon is sent to the accounting department by the salvage
foreman, it is posted to this numerical
control record. Numbers still to be
accounted for are thus apparent at all
times. If, after a reasonable time,
open serial numbers are not accounted
for, the foreman is contacted and
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must produce or explain the absence
of such forms. After the accounting
copies have all been priced, they are
then summarized for journal entries
and statistical reports.
The costs are journalized by product division, the work -in- process inventory being relieved and spoiled
work accounts charged. The tags are
then resorted and a statistical schedule
of the costs by departments responsible
is prepared and entered on manufacturing budget performance reports.
Having received the second copy of
the form directly after it has been
priced, the foreman is prepared to
explain to the factory manager all such
charges made to his department as
they appear on the budget reports.
Defective Materials
Returnable for Credit

All purchased materials rejected because the design or quality is not up
to standard specifications, are segregated into the category of defective
materials which are returnable for
credit. This determination is made by
quality control inspectors and must be
reported on both scrap tickets and
special inspection reports. The scrap
ticket is the same form as has been
described but the distribution differs.
In addition, it is accompanied to the
accounting department by an inspection report, the serial number of which
is entered on the ticket. The inspector's report contains the following information:
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Report number.
Defective material form number.
Vendor's name.
Part number and description.
Date material received (by inspection
department(.
Purchase order number.
Quantity received.
Quantity rejected.
Reason for rejection.
Location of material.
Inspected by ................. Date .................
Checked by .................... Date.................
Disposition.
Authorized by ................ Date ................

When the purchasing department
receives its copies of these inspection
reports, the purchase order for the
initial acquisition is compared with
them and certain information is obtained. A requisition for a shipping
order is prepared, giving all the pertinent data as shown on the inspection
report, plus the price to be charged
the vendor, freight and discount terms,
the vendor's name and address, etc.
The requisition is then sent to the
accounting department where a shipping order is issued and distributed to
the proper destinations:
I. Original copy —to the shipping room.
2. Second copy —kept in office file.
3. Third and fourth copies —to accompany
material to shipping department.

When the inspection reports with
the attached scrap tickets are received
in the accounting department, they are
priced and a journal entry is prepared
clearing the inventory account and
charging a suspense account. This
latter account is cleared when the
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material has been shipped and the
vendor invoiced.
When the shipment has been made,
the original copy of the shipping order is used to prepare the invoice
charging the vendor. After this is
done, the form is sent to the accounting department where the third copy
of the shipping order and the inspection report are cross - referenced with
the date of shipment and invoice. The
invoice amount is credited to the suspense account and charged to accounts
payable.
Generated or Process Scrap

During the manufacturing process
in which raw materials are converted
into components of the finished product, a residual scrap in the form of
chips, turnings, skeletons and trimmings remains for disposition. Such
scrap is accounted for as generated or
process scrap. When estimating the
standard quantities of material required for the production of finished
products, the cost estimators provide
for generated scrap of this nature,
expressing it as a percentage of raw
material weight.
The accounting department prepares
an entry each month charging a suspense account with the standard
amount of generated scrap contained
in the raw materials issued into production during that month. The credit
for this estimated scrap is part of the
relief of work -in- process inventories.
The suspense account is cleared when
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the generated scrap is transferred to
the salvage department. Its value is
charged to a salvage inventory account.
A three -part form containing the
following information has been designed for the reporting of generated
scrap:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Send to department.
Received by
Date
...............
Description. ...................
Weight.
5. Number of containers.
Date
b. Released by
Dept

........

........

.......

Whenever an accumulation of this
type of scrap is ready for disposition,
the form is filled in. The copies are
disposed of as follows:
I. To accounting department.
2. Accompanies the material.
3. To foreman receiving material.

The salvage room foreman receiving the materials verifies the data on
this generated scrap ticket, signs the
form, and then forwards it to the accounting department for filing. The
material is sold or otherwise disposed
of and the salvage inventory relieved
at that time.
An additional report is prepared by
the salvage room foreman on generated scrap which consists of basic
metals. This report is a "contamination report" and is sent to the manufacturing superintendent for his review. Whenever aluminum, brass,
copper or any other nonferrous metal
is contaminated with steel or iron
chips, etc., the salvage value is sharply
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affected. It is a good practice to keep
a watchful eye on such contamination
to realize a proper return on these
scrap assets.
Reporting Scrap to Management

A formal scrap report is prepared
monthly and issued to all levels of
management. It sets forth in detail
the information contained on the scrap
tickets. This report analyzes the scrap
by article, showing the quantity and
value, the reason for rejection and the
department responsible for the loss.
It is summarized by manufacturing departments and, in turn, by manufacturing divisions on a monthly basis.
A grand summary is then prepared to
show the amount of scrap produced
for the current month and year -todate, by manufacturing divisions. This
final summary includes a comparison
of the current month's figures with
those of the preceding month and
likewise compares the year -to -date
values with the corresponding values
for the previous year.
Each foreman receives the portion
of the report which concerns his own
department. The respective manufacturing superintendents receive the portions of the report which summarize
the scrap activity of the departments
over which they have jurisdiction. Top
level management receives the complete report containing the final summary previously described.
Factory management holds regular
scheduled meetings with the superin793

tendents and foremen and, at these
meetings, a substantial amount of time
is devoted to the information contained in the scrap report. It has
proven to be the tool by which management can counter inefficiency in the
use of vital inventory materials. It
also serves the purpose of explaining
why production schedules are not kept
to as well as they were planned, and
of indicating just where serious problems lie in the manufacturing cycle.
Result: Improved Control of
Materials and Production

In some circles it might seem that
the elaborate scrap accounting pro-

gram outlined in this article would be,
in itself, wasteful. just the opposite
is true. Since we have had it, we have
been able to prepare inventory schedules on a firmer basis of fact, to reduce critical shortages of material occurring at unexpected moments, and
to maintain steadier flow of needed
parts to the final assembly operations.
We have also realized a better return
on scrap sales and have recovered very
substantial costs from vendors for defective materials returned in a reasonable time. Probably a lengthy and
technical title could be assigned to
such a program, but we like to think
of it as just plain good housekeeping.

Control of Property Leaving a Manufacturing Plant
by WILLIS E. CUYLER
Assistant Plant Accountant, Corning Glass Works, Harrodsburg, Kentucky

With special attention midway to the problem of control of outgoing
scrap sales --a problem common to manufacturing companies —, this
general article on company control of outbound items opens with a
list of ten categories of such materials which may be found in a
normal flow from the plant. Protective procedures, book as well as
physical, are suggested to guard against company losses from this

source.

T the premises of any company,leaving
large
HE C O NT R O L OF M A TE R I A L

or small, is of interest to all accountants, particularly in connection with
the inventories, shipping records or
any other records involved in the removal of material. This is especially
true of large companies, because they
are usually spread over a wide area,
with literally dozens of exits and pos796

sible exits and with thousands of items
leaving the company premises by authorized exits every day.
First and foremost among the categories of material leaving any plant is
its manufactured products, which will
normally be going out to customers in
a steady stream by railroad car, truck,
parcel post, express and, occasionally,
by a special type of delivery, such as by
N.A.C.A.,BULLETIN

a salesman or customer. This flow of
regular manufactured material to customers is subject to the most frequent
review and, of all categories to be considered, is most often well - controlled
through inventory and shipping records. Other matters will have our
primary attention here.
Items of Outflow

In addition to this regular flow of
manufactured goods, the following
item classifications will leave the premises of almost all large companies every
day:
I. Equipment.
2. Tools.
3. Items bought by employees which are
manufactured or purchased by the company.
4. Records (letters, blueprints, etc.)
5. Lunchboxes.
6. Briefcases.
7. Items temporarily brought in the plant
by employees (Christmas present purchases, groceries, etc.).
8. Vendors' trucks (everything from steel
to bread).
9. Scrap.
10. Miscellaneous items transferred from
one plant to another and to outside
storage.

It is with the above groups of items
that this article will be concerned. It
is not possible to discuss each individually but they can be divided into noncompany and company property and
some of the basic problems arising
from the movement of each discussed.
The noncompany items are made up
of employees' property and vendors'
property. Regardless of whether the
property belongs to an employee or a
FEBRUARY, 1933

vendor, the company has a very real
problem in seeing that what is represented as noncompany property is in
fact owned by someone else. Employees' lunchboxes and vendors' trucks
(Items 5 and 8 in the above list) have
been selected for detailed discussion in
later paragraphs. They, more than any
other items, represent the most accessible means of an unauthorized removal of company property and are,
in most companies, subject to the least
control.
The company items listed above consist of those which require billing and
those which do not. In either case, we
have, not only the problem of being
sure that company material does not
leave the plant without authorization,
but also of being sure that the controls
are adequate in order that billings will
be made and payment received therefrom. The discussion of a recent case
study of scrap sales, which appears later
on, will highlight the need, both for
adequate controls to see that proper
payment is received and for periodic
reviews to see that these controls are
functioning as planned. Also, we will
discuss what has been accomplished at
Corning Glass Works to simplify the
basic control of a number of widely varying items which are not to be
billed and which may or may not be
shipped from a regular shipping department.
The first element of control for all
material leaving a plant is in having
a fence to insure a limited number of
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EXHIBIT 1

exits. If a plant is spread over many
acres of ground, consists of many separate buildings and has thousands of
employees, it can readily be visualized
how hopeless any control of material
leaving the premises would be without
some kind of a fence and guard system Normal operations call for a constant shifting of men and material to
and from the various buildings and on
and off the company's premises. Without fences or guards, the burden of
controlling material leaving the premises would fall on operating supervisors who, because they are primarily
concerned with production and handling department administration, could
not even begin to exercise the proper
controls.

tivity of the guards will vary greatly
from plant to plant. The guards of all
plants at some time will be concerned,
at least in part, with most of the items
which have been listed. However, their
primary concern is directed to certain
groups or portions of other groups.
The following briefer list identifies
articles which pass through the gates
every day:

Fence and Guard Procedure—
Nonposs Material

The first three of these items usually require no written authorization
for removal from the company's premises (i.e. lunch boxes, briefcases, vendors' trucks.) However, these same

Today there are few large plants
without a fence and guard system, although the number and degree of ac798

I.

Lun ch bo xe s .

2. Vendors' trucks.
3. Briefcases.
4. Tools and any other items carried out
by employees.
a. For use at another plant.
b. For use in community projects or at
home.
5. Items purchased by employees.
6. Items brought temporarily into the plant
by employees.
7. Scrap (if removed by truck).
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items, which are frequently the most
indifferently treated by the guards,
provide very real opportunities for an
employee to divert company property
to his personal benefit without making
an accounting therefore.
It would certainly be impractical for
most companies to have enough guards
to examine every lunch box and briefcase which passed through the gates.
For this reason most companies exercise no control over these items, although they present an excellent opportunity for employees to carry small objects of the plant, such as tools, maintenance supplies of all kinds which an
employee can use at home and small
manufactured items which, over a
period of time, could accumulate to a
very high dollar loss to the company.
A system of spot - checks on a planned
basis can be very effective here. The
employees can be notified that, for example, a check will be made of their
lunch boxes from time to time. It
should certainly be explained that this
procedure is a routine check to prevent
petty thefts.
The actual method of such a spot check can be worked out in a way
which does not require extra guards
and causes a minimum of delay to employees leaving work. Let us say that
five hundred men will pass through a
particular gate at the close of a shift
and that the gate normally has two
guards on duty at all times. The two
guards could certainly require at least
ten per cent to twenty per cent of the
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lunch boxes passing that point, to be
opened, without greatly delaying the
employees. It is also very certain that
just the knowledge among the employees that such a check would be
made would deter many of them from
even thinking of carrying items out.
Such a system of periodic checks
should also be applied to vendors'
trucks. When a company is doing
highly secret work, as of a military nature, such trucks are scrutinized very
carefully. In the case of the average
company doing a civilian business, the
story is different. It may not be practical to examine all trucks thoroughly,
but it is certainly possible to examine
them on a spot -check basis.
Classifications of Items
Requiring a Gate Pass

Now we come to materials which
are commonly subject to a written authorization if they are to be taken from
the company's premises. The most
common written authorization for the
removal of company property or any
employee's property is the gate pass,
illustrated by Exhibit 1. This gate
pass, which authorizes the removal of a
wide variety of items, must be signed
by an authorized person, usually a department head. The gate pass tells the
guard that (say) John Jones is entitled
to take the tools, the roll of copper
tubing, the bag of groceries, etc.,
through the gate. The guard keeps the
pass, when he determines that it is
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SCRAP MATERIAL RECEIPT N °
SEND TO PURCHASING DEPT.
Received from Corning Glass Works,
the following Scrap Material:
Date

Plant,
-

Loads

Pounds

Material

2

-

--

Iron or Steel Metal
Iron or Steel Turnings
Iron or Steel Castings
Tin (Sheet Steel)

Company
By
EXHIBIT 2

Soo

proper, as his receipt for allowing the ened, largely through carelessness, and
material to leave the premises.
the indicated entries are not made.
Admittedly we need to be strict Accountants and auditors can freabout providing gate passes but, if the quently make a major contribution by,
guard requires a pass, have we gone not only determining that adequate
far enough? To establish proper con- records are kept, but also that they are
trol, it is vital for the company to actually being used as was intended.
maintain adequate records to deterBook -Check and Gate -Check
mine that (1) if the material is sold of Outgoing Scrap
by extending credit, the receivable is
There are a great many methods in
established or, if a cash sale is made,
use by both large and small companies
that the money is actually received by
for disposing of scrap material. Many
the company, (2 ) if it is a loan of
of these methods are contingent on the
company property (tools, etc.), that type, quantity and value of the scrap
the property loaned is returned as
to be sold. It is not the intention of
agreed, and (3) if the material is this article to describe a method of
transferred to another plant, that the controlling the sale of scrap, applicable
proper charge and credit results. It is in all companies, but rather to cite
at this point that control is apt to break weaknesses in an existing plan and
down completely or be badly weak- changes to provide better control.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

A case in point was a recent study
made of the sale of scrap material. The
release of scrap was authorized by a
special form known as a Scrap Material Receipt (Exhibit 2 ) . This receipt was prepared in quadruplicate by
a representative of the salvage department when a sufficient load had accumulated. Upon investigation, the scrap
material receipt in question was found
to be fulfilling its function to a very
limited extent and actually resulted in
very poor control over the sale of
thousands of dollars worth of scrap
each year.
As can be seen in Exhibit 2, the receipt appeared to be simple enough for
any employee to make out and understand and yet provide adequate information. The four copies were planned
to be distributed as follows:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Kept by the salvage department
To the purchasing department.
To the guard at the gate.
Retained by the purchaser.

The sale of all types of scrap was a
function of the purchasing department.
This procedure was established because it was felt that a member of this
department was best able to follow the
scrap market with its rapidly fluctuating prices. The lack of consistent unit
prices, plus the fact that there were no
company -owned scales for weighing
the scrap, made it appear that no firm
billing amount could be established.
This led to such sales being placed on
a quasi -cash basis and no invoice
rendered. Once or twice each accountFEBRUARY, 1953

ing period (depending on the scrap
sale agreement), the company purchasing the scrap made payment and included with its check a statement showing the scrap material receipt numbers,
the number of pounds of scrap per
load, and the value per pound. This
payment was to be sent to the purchasing department. The scrap material
receipts number (indicated on the
scrap buyer's statement) then could be
checked against the copies of the scrap
material receipts which were sent to
the purchasing department at the time
the scrap was hauled out. Thus, it
could be determined that payment was
made for all scrap hauled away.
At the beginning of the investigation, it was noted that, even if the system functioned as was intended, it had
a definite weakness. The work of the
purchasing department was in the
hands of one individual. This individual was supposed to receive a copy
of each scrap material receipt, the
statement from the buyer as to the
scrap picked up, and the check in payment for the scrap. In addition,
further investigation showed that the
system was not being followed as outlined. Four copies of the scrap material were being made out by a representative of the salvage department
as required, but three copies were
given to the driver of the scrap company's truck. Since there were no truck
scales on the seller's premises, the
scrap material receipt could not show
the weight of the load. In fact, the
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SHI PPI NG DEPARTMENT COPY

SHIPPING MEMORANDUM
N2 19209

PI i s mlla nc o ua a nd Sa mple Art i c le s

Cre di t

Oriciaal

Shi p To

Party Orde ring
—

Date

__..

or
Cha rg e To

Addres s

Our Order No.

-

-

—
r

--

--

—

Cost. Order No.

Shipped
To 13e

coiled Prepaid

I

P. Post

F x p r s a l n v i g h t F Va i u e

I

Eeq. No,

T Y P E OF S H I P M E N T
1.

SM

I

U N C O D E D A R T I C L E * OR U N R E L E A S E D G L A S S - '

Must be approved by Patent, Research, and Sales Dept.
Reason for shipment:

Patent Dept
COPY

APPROVED
Pat. Dept.
Research
Sates Dept.

Specify

11. C O D E D A R T I C L E - AND R E L E A S E D G L A S S Single approval adequate
Reason for shipment:

Cost Office
Copy

Approved

Purchas ing t ea l.
Copy

Approved

_ R e p l a c e me n t s — C a s h S a l e s _ E x p e r i me n t a l a n d D i s p l a y
Sa mpl e s _ Ot h e r, Sp e c i f y
O T H E R T H A N C. G . N. P R O D UC T S

--

_
-

Single approval adequate
Reason for shipment:

-

Il l .

•

_ Co n a lg ne e 's P ro p e rl y _ C . G. W . pro p e rt y s hi pp e d f o r re p a i r s , re bu i ld i ng or remodeling
_ R e t u r n t o Vcndor _i t e ms t o be us e d i n pro duc i ng t o o ls and e qui pme nt for C.C.W .
Othe r, Spec ify
6 Digi t Arti cle Co de
°• 4 Digit Glass Code
Quantity

I

Code (for glass items)
Article
Glass

Description

SHIPPED

Dale

Ini ti a l

EXHIBIT 3

scrap metal had to be hauled more than
ten miles to the purchaser's place of
business before it was weighed. It was
not practical to send an employee of
the seller to the scales with each truckload removed.
The truck driver gave one copy of
the receipt to the guard at the gate
and kept two, one of which was returned with the statement when pay802

ment was made for the scrap. The
guard was supposed to forward his
copy to the purchasing department in
each case, which was to be the copy
used to verify that payments were
made for each load. It was found that
many of these copies never reached the
Purchasing Department. Also, it was
noted that the copies which were retained and filed by the salvage departN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ment were difficult and, many times, cerned to any extent with the normal
shipment of manufactured goods, there
impossible to find.
It can be readily seen that, in spite is in most companies a group of items,
of the fact that the guard at the gate which may include manufactured goods
was getting a pass for every truck load of a special nature, that are frequently
of scrap which left the company's shipped by a regular shipping departpremises, the actual control over the ment. Because such items are of a speamount of scrap hauled away by truck cial nature, requiring special authorizaand over the payments for this scrap, tions and approvals, the regular form
were very weak. Even the fact that the used to authorize the normal shipscrap material receipts were prenum- ments of manufactured goods is not
bered, was of no value, as a result of adequate.
Some of the shipments which might
the manner in which they were handled.
fall
in this group are:
As a result of investigation, it was
recommended that:
I. Manufactured goods which are not inI. Copies of the scrap material receipts be,
in fact, distributed as follows:
a. To the salvage department.
b. To the accounting office.
c. To the guard at the gate.
d. Retained by the purchaser.
2. Weights be established by other than
the buyer's scales. This could be accomplished in one of two ways.
a. A truck scale could be installed and
all truck shipments could be weighed
before leaving the seller's property.
b. All truck loads could be weighed on
a public scale as close to the loading point as possible with a report of
the weight coming to the seller.
3. Billings be prepared and recorded in
accounts receivable, as is done with all
other invoices, (when unit prices or actual weights of the reclaimable scrap
were not known, the initial invoice could
be for a nominal amount. When the
amount of the sale was determined, this
invoice could be reversed and a new
invoice issued for the correct amount).
4. Payments for scrap be sent to the cashier.
(Each remittance to be accompanied by
a statement showing scrap material receipt numbers.)

voiced, as samples and replacements.
2. Minor cash sales as to employees or to
customers writing to the manufacturer
for minor replacement parts no longer
available from regular retail outlets.
3. Company property —as molds being sent
out for further finishing and returnable
containers like those used for acid, etc.,
being returned to the vendor.
4. Removal of a vendor's material in order
to send back defective or excessive quantities of his product.

At our plant a single form was devised for authorizing the shipment of
all these varying items of a special nature. This form is known as a Shipping Memorandum (Exhibit 3). It
not only gives a high degree of control over the shipment of these items
but does so without the possibility of
confusion and error arising from the
use of a number of authorization forms
so often required for such widely
varying items.
As can be seen from Exhibit 3, the
"Special" Shipments Call for
Special Precautions
shipping memorandum provides for
Although this article is not con- three general types of shipments, with
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sufficient space for the proper ap- partment for Type 1, to the cost acprovals. Shipments on a shipping counting department for Type 2,
memorandum may be authorized by where it will result in accounting enofficers of the company and others tries for charges or credits, and to the
when granted that authority. The
purchasing department for Type 3.
name of the person originating the
For Type 3 shipments, it is the responshipment must be shown and he must
sibility of the purchasing department
designate it as one of the three types
to determine that credit or payment is
of shipments as indicated. These are:
received where due. The third copy is
I. Uncoded article or unreleased glass
sent to the consignee and the fourth
2. Coded article and released glass.
3. Other than Corning Glass Works product. copy is kept by the originator.
Note: A coded article is one which has
been assigned a code and is approved
for sale. A released glass is one which
has been identified by the laboratory and
sales department as approved for sale.)

Both Physical Controls and
Book Controls Are Needed

We can safely say it is true that
The shipping memorandum is made managements of all large companies
out in quadruplicate. For Type 1 ship- today recognize, not only the desirments, the approval of the patent de- ability, but also the absolute necessity
partment, research department, and of controlling the flow of men and
sales department must be given to as- material in and out of the companies'
sure that new items are not sent out premises. It has been the object of
prematurely by anyone of these groups, this article to emphasize two major
and the initials of approval must ap- problems in this area. First, it is abpear on both the original and dupli- solutely necessary to exercise some
cate. For Type 2 and 3 shipments, kind of control over everything which
approval must appear on the original passes through the gate. This can be
in the designated space. The date of accomplished by the use of a gate pass,
shipment and the shipping clerk's in- where applicable, and a regular sysitials will be shown in the lower right - tem of spot- checks, as in the case of
hand corner on the original copy.
lunch boxes and vendors' trucks. SecWhen the shipping memorandum ond, the accounting records for the
has been prepared and the necessary material removed must be adequate.
approvals have been obtained, the first The greatest simplification of records
three copies are forwarded to the ship- and controls is always desirable but it
ping department. Upon completion of is the job of accountants and auditors
the shipment, the original becomes the to see that the records maintained and
shipping department's file copy. The the systems employed, are adequate to
second copy is sent to the patent de- maintain proper control.
804
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THE

COST

DETECTING TRENDS BY DAILY
CHARTING

FORUM

sheet. Pasting these pages successively together with rubber paper cement and fold-

Editor, N.A. C. A. Bulletin:

ing over and over, we are able to create a

"A Set of
Charts For Review of Operations," in the
November, 1952 N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Mr.
George R. White describes the uses of

longtime record which tells its story at a
glance. Months and days are noted in ink
at the top and there is ample room to briefly
note infrequent events which ha ve an influence on the performance. Exhibit 1 is
illustrative as basic data. Columnar pad
contains listings of the daily figures, moving weekly totals and percentages. These
are shown at the bottom of Exhibit' 1.
Other statistics peculiar to the operation can
be entered here, such as pounds per hour or
cost per u nit. These underlying figures, in
tabular presentation, should accompany the
graphic charts and become particularly useful when the trend is not favorable and
management wants to come to grips with
the solid figures. This conforms to the
principle of control by exceptions, in management philosophy.
The grea t advantage of graphic presentation is that it enables management to appraise the situation at a glance. This advantage likewise recommends it for reporting at the foreman and supervisor level.
Two lines on a chart moving away from
each other foretell trouble much more
quickly and speak more forcibly than the
production figures in tabular presentation.
It ha s been sa id tha t it is not so importa nt
where you are a t a given moment a s which
way you a re going. It is the graphic cha rt,
using trend percentages, which most effectively points out this direction.
There seems to be a dearth of literature
on the subject of graphic presentation of
accounting data, but it is gra tifying to see
an expanding use made of charts in annu al
reports, business magazines, newspapers

IN HI S EX C EL L E NT AR T I CL E ,

charts in reviewing operations through the
monthly figures of the past periods. The
uses of charts are so many and so varied
that a description of their use in dealing
with daily figures —as in our case —may
interest as a further development in charting. By resorting to percentages of moving
weekly totals, these daily figures are
smoothed out enough to indicate the trend
quite readily and yet are responsive to daily
changes. However, in any particular case,
it is up to the accountant to experiment
with his material and determine whether
or not moving weekly totals, moving two week totals, or some other period gives him
the desired stability and sensitiveness.
As a common carrier of motor freight,
we have used the trend percentage chart
to indicate trends of pounds of freight
handled and manhours worked in one of
our larger freight terminals, with moving
weekly totals. A period of good produ ction
was selected and the average weekly total
of both freight and hours was used as a
"norma l" base of one - hundred per cent.
Each day, yesterday's hours and freight are
added to the week -to -date, the same day of
last week being subtracted. The result is
divided by the base figures and plotted on
the chart. Analysis paper, 8 1/2" x 11 ",
1/ 10 " cross section, is used and, allotting
one vertical line to a da y—extending
lengthwise of the page —about three and
one -half months are covered on a single
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EXHIBIT 1
and economic reports. However, charts can
be deceptive if incorrectly constructed and
there should be more research and study
by the accounting profession to agree on
what constitu tes good practice and to point
out the pitfalls of bad practice. As accountants who are striving to present con806

cise pertinent da ta to ma nagement, we owe
it to ourselves and our profession to gain
maximum use from charts. More power to
Mr. George R. White and his concept of
the power of charting!
RALPH E. STENSTROM, Des Moines Chapter
N.A. C.A. B U L L E T I N

MAINTENANCE COSTS —AN
IMPORTANT HUB IN YOUR COST
CONTROL

Editor, N.A. C. A. Bulletin:
W H E TH E R A P L A N T IS LARGE OR SMA LL,

it will have some semblance of a handy
man hanging around, either waiting for
trouble or creating it. Sooner or later you
realize the extent of the cost of this friend
and you set ou t to control his activity. To
your amazement, you discover that, in trying to control him, you are literally grasping a greased pig. Notwithstanding this,
you also realize that his activity has a great
bearing on your overall cost analysis.
The k ey to your solution is to determine
the primary function of the maintenance
setup. This function will vary with the
peculiarities in the industry. However, the
function will, as a general rule, resolve to
this: To have availa ble manpower in order
to minimize the cost of work stoppa ge due
to failure of production equipment. A secondary fu nction could be stated as: Having
available manpower in order that machinery
and equipment can be maintained, or preserved, so that their full va lue may be realized for the purpose for which they were
acquired.
A maintenance department usually has
personnel such as millwrights, electricians,
or a combination of other specific skills.
Ordinarily these men provide their own
hand tools and the company provides machinery and other heavy pieces of equipment. Often the equipment provided by the
company will spell ou t the limits to which
the crew can operate. However, without
definite restrictions of what can be done
and what must not, a millwright will be
asked to do some things which he cannot
do because of the limited equipment. Any
attempt to comply with such requests adds
to inefficiency and results in adding to the
cost problem of plant operations.
The establishment of the services which
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maintenance is to provide is the beginning
of control over the maintenance department.
As was stated, the basic justification for a
maintenance crew is to keep production going. There is also a need to keep the
building in repair, as well as to provide
the personnel with hea t and necessary sanitation facilities. The dema nds on this crew
grow in complexity but, nevertheless, a line
of demarcation mu st be set.
An outline of management policy should
contain the following points:
The extent to which maintenance department will perform.
2. Systematic reporting of maintenance accomplishments.
3. Establishment of method of reporting
maintenance needs.
I.

A firm policy will result in a smooth
operation on an impersonal ba sis, with the
net result of good cost control because:
I. The maintenance supervisor will be responsible for taking some action on all
requests made of him.
2. The department head will be charged
with the inventory of all machinery and
equipment in his department. This responsibility is emphasized by charging
all maintenance costs to the department
receiving maintenance service.
3. Plant superintendents will be more
readily informed of items needing major
repairs. Information such as this can
be incorporated in production planning.
Theoretically, without production activity
there is no maintenance. But practical experience dictates that maintenance costs continue after production ceases and that often
repairs must be performed before production can start. With a sound maintenance
polity in effect, management assures itself
that this powerful hub has done its utmost
to k eep the gears of production moving.
A simple method of cost control can be
effected by initiating a "Work Request" for
all maintenance labor, as in Exhibit 1.
In our plant such requests have met with
great success. Each department foreman's
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EXHIBIT 1
request is identified by the first two numbers in the right -hand corner. The other
numbers identify the series. The request
exemplified is from plating department foreman. He mak es his request to the maintenance supervisor. He gives a full a nd accurate description of items to be worked on
and his diagnosis of the trou ble.
The first four blocks in the lower left hand corner are to identify the location of
equipment. T he next two are for distribution of the charges. Assigning of account
numbers for labor distribution to these requests results in the proper accumulation of
charges, either by factory order or cost
center.
In the last three blocks, the foreman
specifies the date for completion of the
work. Since he retains a copy of his request, he also notes the date started and
completed. Items involving ma jor expenditures or affecting production scheduling require the plant engineer's approval.
HENRY A. ADAMS, Kalamazoo Chapter
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WHO CAN REVIEW THE
PERFORMANCE O F A T AX
DEPARTMENT?

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
A N IN TE RE STIN G P O I N T w a s raised i n a
letter from E. C. Brinkman, in the N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, October, 1952 entitled "Measuring

the Pe rf or ma nc e of a T a x D e p a r t me n t . " It

would seem that the point is of particular
i m po rt an ce at this ti me , si nce any com pa ny
l arge e n o ugh to have a tax de pa rt me nt is
very

cl earl y

beset

wi t h

i n co me

and

ad

val ore m tax prob l e ms of a se rious nat u re .
Fur t he rmo re ,

since, accor di ng

to a chart

pri nt e d o n a cove r o f t h e magaz i ne , T axe s,
for Se pt e mbe r 1952, the di ffe re nce be t we e n
corporate profits before and after Federal
taxes is r u n n i n g at a rat e of some twenty five bi l l ions of dol l ars, t he it e m of taxe s
wo u l d ap pe ar to be o f m o r e t han acade mi c
interest.
If the wri t e r re ads t he art i cl e corre ct ly,
M r . Br i nk m an 's st at ed ideas m i gh t b e s u m mari z e d so m e wh a t a s fo l l ow s :
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

I. Never accept the tax department's capabilities on the basis of existence or absence of deficiency assessments.
2. Penalties for late filing of returns are a
sign of lack of efficiency.
3. Manner of working with other departments relative to matters affecting taxes
is an index of efficiency.
4. Review by chief financial officer should
be made of the results of all examinations of returns and the nature of all deficiency assessments.
The writer certainly does not take issue
with any of these statements. It might, however, be proper to raise three additional
points, somewhat as follows:
I. Could the internal audit section of the
company review the method used by
the tax department in gathering information for tax matters?
2. Is there really any corporate officer in
the ordinary company qualified to review either the results shown on the
fox return before filing or on a proposed
deficiency assessment after return has
been filed, or to review tax - saving technique?
3. If not, how is such review to be accomplished?
The a bove points will be tak en up in the
order listed. To understand the viewpoint
of the writer, it is to be noted tha t he ha s
never been associated with a corporate tax
department but has pursued his labors in
tax matters on the staff of the tax department of a firm of certified public accountants, as legal counsel for corporations on
tax matters, and in the educational field in
tax and accounting matters. From this viewpoint, the following observations are offered:
I. It would seem that the internal audit
section of the company could review
the methods used by the tax department
in gathering information for tax matters.
This would seem to be largely a matter
of systems and procedures and the review could pertain primarily to the effectiveness of the information- gathering
technique of the tax department relafing to transactions accomplished or
about to be accomplished, rather than
the interpretation and utilization of the
FEBRUARY, 1953

information required by such methods.
2. It would appear doubtful, in the usual
instance, that any member of the corporation's executive staff, with the exception of the house legal counsel experienced in tax matters, would be qualified to review either the results shown on
the tax returns before filing or any proposed deficiency assessment after the
return has been filed. The present Federal tax law and those of some states are
so complex and so subject to change
that the average business executive
simply cannot perform his other full time duties and, at the same time, keep
himself abreast of the changes in fax
law brought by statute, by regulation
and by court decisions. A review by a
member of the executive staff not working almost continually in the field of
taxation is unlikely either to detect or
ferret out tax - savings or flaws in the
results shown on the returns.
3. Who should review the tax department's
work on other than procedural matters?
It appears likely that a corporation large
enough to have a tax department would
have on a retainer, both a firm of certified public accountants and an outside
firm of attorneys as a general counsel,
on both of whose staffs there likely would
be a fax man. Also such corporations
may possibly have a house legal counsel.
It is believed that the work of the tax
department could profitably be reviewed
by either the outside firm of certified
public accountants or by their outside
legal counsel. This review could cover
the following items: (1) tax returns proposed for filing, (2) deficiencies or over assessments proposed, (3) tax- saving
techniques. Or the review could be accomplished by house legal counsel, provided and only if such counsel was one
of the staff whose primary duties were
related to tax matters.
The question arises as to whether the
suggestions above do not give rise to a
duplication of expense and create a possible
source of irritation in the tax department.
Since the review would be limited only to
results and tax - saving techniques, there
would be duplication only in a limited
portion of the activity of the tax department. In view of the present load of tax
rates, such duplication of expense would be
likely to be justified. It could be measured
809

by results obtained in producing tax economies. As to the review becoming a sou rce
of irritation to the tax department, it would
appear that this irritation would be eliminated if the department understood the
true nature and purposes of the review.
These comments are limited in nature
and it is assumed that undoubtedly there
would be some disagreement as to whether
the type of review proposed would be either
effective or beneficial. The ideas are proposed for whatever stimulative thinking
value they may contain.
PHILIP J. ERBACHER, Kansas Cih/ Chapter

RETURNABLE C ON T AI N ER C ON T R OL

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin.
T H E R E C O R D I N G O F returnable container
transactions is one of the minor problems
which usually cause an amount of trouble
out of proportion to its apparent importance. Too frequently a degree of confusion exists which would not be tolerated
in accounting for articles of value subject to more convenient control. Vendors using containers such as drums,
carboys, cylinders, reels, bags, etc., either

on a deposit or a no- charge basis, are far
from u niform in their methods of handling
the accounting problems involved. There
is probably an even greater variation in
the practices of those businesses receiving
such returnable containers.
The basic objective of accounting for
containers may be briefly stated thus: to
minimize the expense of what is essentially a necessary nuisance to all concerned
and to see that this expense is borne by
the vendor if the container is returned in
good order as agreed or by the vendee if,
for any of many reasons, it is not so returned. From the vendee's standpoint, many
factors complicate the attaining of this
objective, and trouble can be kept at a
810

minimum only by the cooperation of the
several departments concerned.
The first essential is the setting up of
procedures, more or less elaborate as individual cases require, necessary to meet
desired standards of control. Certainly all
interested departments should be notified
of the terms under which the returnable
containers are received. As much information as is known at the time the order
is placed should appear on order copies,
which usually go to all departments interested in items of this nature. When the
invoice is processed, a shipping order
should be initiated, giving a complete
description of the container, its contents
and value, explicit instructions as to how,
when and where it is to be returned, and
ample cross reference to the purchase order
involved. In the event that a purchase
order shows a container to be returnable
but, on receipt of the invoice it is found
to be nonreturnable, interested departments
should be notified.
Inventory accounts should be established
for returnable containers on hand, thereby
keeping their deposit value separate from
that of the cost of the contents. Debits
to these accounts should be made when
deposits on containers are charged. The
accounts should be credited when the
vendors are billed for the returned containers. The use of such inventory accounts avoids such practices as charging
the cost of the returnable container to
expense, in which case the inventory value
is ignored, or the inclusion of container
costs with the value of the contents, in
which case extreme difficulty is experienced
in allocating credits.
Problems of controlling the container
inventory present themselves as soon as
we record its existence. For one thing,
it becomes necessary to distinguish between the returnable containers on which
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

a deposit has been made and similar containers which are either not returnable
or are returnable at no value. To that
end, the receiving department, notified by
the purchase order copy that a returnable container is involved, should properly
mark each container, as received, to insure
the use of the correct shipping order when
the container is returned.
Minimum identification marks would
seem to be the purchase order number,
which is the only number available on
rush shipments from local sources. It can
easily be cross - referenced to the proper
shipping order subsequently issued. The
identifying marks should be of such a
nature as to not be easily detached or
obliterated. Yellow marking paint is suggested. Containers should not be stored
outside where weather conditions destroy
indications of value and identity.
As credits for the return of containers
are usually contingent on their return within
a specified time, the stores department
should issue material stored in such containers on a "first in," ..first out" basis.
The departments consuming the material
should promptly relea se the container when
empty. The stores department should also
maintain an inventory card record of returnable containers. A single card should
not include containers from different vendors. Neither should one card include
items of dissimilar types or value, even
though the property of one vendor. When
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the stores department has occasion to report the necessity for changing a shipping
order because of loss or damage to a container, or other reason, such notification
should cause the initiation of a "change
order notice" to interested departments,
upon receipt of which necessary adjustments should be made.
Problems incidenta l to the retu rn of containers are minimized if the container is
so marked as to be easily identified with
an unfilled shipping order giving complete
instructions as to shipping and billing.
With this step, the credit to the inventory
account completes the transaction as far as
that account is concerned. Proper identifiction of containers makes practical periodic inventories as an aid in keeping inventory values accurate and the shipping
order file current. Any needed adjustment
disclosed by such an inventory should be
carried through to a conclusion. Anything
less defeats the purpose of the inventory
and causes an inevitable relaxation by all
concerned in their determination to effectively complete their portion of the control
procedure.
No system can be effective if the personnel responsible for its proper functioning do not seriously accept the responsibility. In this case, as well as in other
matters, provision must be made in delegating the necessary authority to enforce
the proper discharge of assigned duties.
W IL LI AM E. LUNAY, Mohawk Valley Chapter
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